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Problems more complex than those presented in chapter 4 
arise when the structural behaviour of slender arches is 
analysed. The increased complexity is chiefly due to the 
fact. that the shape of the deformed state changes as the 
load increases and-that an unstiffening postcritical 
behaviour can occur. 
The first phenomenon means that the deformed states 
which correspond to different load intensities differ not 
only in the magnitude of displacements but in their 
geometric shape too. Consequently the analysis becomes 
mathematically complex.. The difficulties are increased 
when the structure displays large displacements. 
The unstiffeninö postcritical behaviour yields 
information on the imperfection - sensitivity of the structure 
and on the significance of distabilising effects. 
All these aspects are even more significant and complex 
when a reinforced concrete-shell is considered. Since 
shells frequently-display an overall behaviour in which 
a significant arch-like component is involved, some of the 
results arising from arch-analysis can also provide a 
better understanding of-the complex phenomena-associated 
with the stability of shells. 
A great deal of research work, mainly theoretical, 
has been carried out in the last three decades on' the 
phenomena associated with the elastic stability and 
postcritical behaviour of arches and shells and important 
achievements-have* contributed to a better understanding 
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of these phenomena and their practical implications. 
Hutchinson and Koiter (1971) have thoroughly surveyed 
the most. significant of these achievements. However, 
many aspects are still to be clarified and, in particular, 
approaches suitable for practical use have to be developed. 
Difficulties, partially phenomenological and partially 
mathematical, are still to be overcome and even the 
implications of some of the simplifying assumptions used 
are not yet fully mastered. 
University College London has established itself over 
the years as a centre for stability research. Fundamental 
aspects of this phenomenon has been studied such. as the 
branching. configurations (see Thompson (1965 and 1969), 
Supple (1967 and 1969)), the coupled modes of buckling 
(see Chilver and Johns (1969)) and, the effects of 
imperfections (see Roorda (1965)). In order to analyse 
the stability phenomena associated with arches when large 
displacements are involved,, some elastic mechanical models 
have been developed. 
Croll and Walker (1972) have presented in detail the 
aspects connected with the behaviour of such arch-models 
having one or two degrees of freedom (see Fig. 5.1) and 
made from an elastic material. The devicesB oppose 
elastically the relative rotation of the non-deformable 
members L, whereas the device A opposes elastically the 
horizontal displacement. of H2. For both models large 
displacements are considered. 













actual arches in the devices . and A and constitute in 
fact a generalisation of the similar models used previously 
to analyse the stability of columns (see Section 4.2). 
In fact the mechanical model is similar to the 
elastic model commonly used to analyse-the dymanic 
response of structures, -since the former concentrates 
stiffness in a manner similar to that in which masses 
are concentrated- in the latter. 
The models from Fig. 5.1, however simple, - enables 
some major features of the arch stability to be emphasised 
and; provide a useful instrument for the analysis of 
stability with large displacements. Due to their 
simplicity no. mathematical difficulty arises in finding 
the solution. -Croll and Walker (1972) present a closed- 
form solution for the one degree of freedom model, whereas 
for the two degree of freedom model an approximate 
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solution is. developed based on the truncation of Taylor's 
expansion of the potential functional and on the use of 
the perturbation technique. 
Nevertheless the models from Fig-5.1 are too simplified 
to be able to model the complex behaviour of actual 
structures with curved axis and continously distributed 
stiffness. The more degrees of freedom are considered, 
the closer, the arch-model is to an actual arch, but, at 
the same time, the more difficult it is to find the 
mathematical solution. 
In the present chapter the elastic and visco-elastic 
instability of slender arches are analysed by means of 
a three degree of freedom arch-model (see Fig. 5.2). 
This-model generalises the mechanical arches in Fig-5.1 
and has the advantage over them in that it is capable of 
modelling the snap-instability at the apex of the arch 
when this becomes the relevant mode of buckling. X) 
5.2 THE ARCH-NODEL. DISCUSSION. 
A symmetric arch-model as shown in Fig-5.2-is 
considered. The devices Bi, i=1... 3, restrain partially 
the angular deformation in-'the corresponding joints' and 
bending-moments occur consequently., These devices are 
also assumed to restrain fully the axial and shear 
deformations in the joints Bi. 
Footnote 


































The device A restrains partially the horizontal 
displacement of the simple support H2 and consequently 
an axial force occurs in it. 
The arch-model is hinged at H1 and the members L are 
assumed non-deformable. 
When'the elastic behaviour of the arch-model is 
considered the devices Bi and the device A are assumed 
to be as presented in Fig-5-3a and b, respectively, that 
is including perfect Hooke springs. Consequently a 
linear relationship between the generalised force and the 
corresponding displacement will govern their behaviour. 
When the visco-elastic behaviour of the arch-model is 
analysed the devices Bi and A are assumed to behave, 
according to one of the methods from Table 2.2, that is 
the Hooke's springs from Fig-5-3 are replaced by an 
appropriate rheologic model. 
In comparison with the one-and two-degree-of-freedom 
models the arch-model from Fig-5.2 represents a better 
compromise between the simplicity of the mathematical 
approach and the ability to model the structural behaviour 
of an actual arch. Thus, whereas the instability of the 
model from Fig. 5. la may be due only to a snap-buckling 
and that of the model from Fig-5-1 mainly to an anti- 
symmetric mode of bucxling, the arch-model from Fig-5.2 
may attain a critical state associated either with a 
snap-buckling at any joint Bi or with antisymmetric 
or symmetric bifurcation of equlibrium.. *) Which of these 
Footnote 
The. se modes of'buckling will be defined later in 
Section 5.3.5d and Figs-5.10 and 5.18. 
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models of buckling is to be critical depends on factors 
such as the geometry of the arch, the position of the 
fummuln. r polygon relative to this geometry, the slenderness 
of the arch etc; The same factors are also chiefly 
responsible for the postcritical behaviour and the three 
degree-of-freedom model has been proved able to model the 
complexity of the phenomena involved. 
The model from Fig-5.2 is analysed theoretically in 
the next section. Later in Section 5.5 a set of 
numerical applications based on this theoretical 
analysis are presented and their results are discussed. 
In Section 5.4 the correspondence is set up between the 
arch-model and an actual arch. ( i. e. an arch with 
deformability continuously distributed along its length) 
and a comparison with some known closed-form solutions 
is presented. A discussion of the limitations arising from 
the use of the arch-model and from the idealisation of the 
material behaviour is also presented in Section 5.4, and 
some possibilities of further improvements are 
indicated. 
5.3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
5.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Approaches to the analysis of the elastic pre- and 
post-buckling behaviour of the arch-model from Fig-5.2 
are presented and discussed. The analysis is extended 
to include the examination of the creep effects on the 
prebückling behaviour and stability. These approaches are 
based on the assumptions listed in Section 5.3.2. 
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The elastic equilibrium states and their stability 
are analysed using the total potential strain energy and 
the dynamic-criterion of stability. 
The creep-dependent equilibrium and stability are 
analysed employing an incremental procedure based on 
the principle of virtual work.. 
For both instantaneous and creep-dependent behaviour 
the vertical displacernenis of joints Bi (i=1... 3) from 
Fig-5.2 are considered as unknowns in the final equations. 
The equations which analyse either the instantaneous 
or the creep-dependent deformed states are written in 
two forms: N 
i) a form which employs solely the assumptions 
presented in Section 5.3.2, . 
ii) a form which employs other approximations additional 
to those associated with the assumptions from Section 
5.3.2 in order-to simplify the mathematical solution. 
The first, form and its solution will be denominated 
throughout the present chapter as the 'exact' form and 
solution, whereas the latter ones will be referred to as 
'approximate' form and solution. 
No, ciosed-form solution of the 'exact' equations can 
be found when either the elastic or the creep-dependent 
behaviour is analysed. Nevertheless solutions with a 
high degree of accuracy can be found for discrete values 
of load and creep using an algorithm due to Powell (1970). 
On account of the mathematical simularities existing 
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between the-final equations of the elastic prebuckling 
behaviour, of the elastic postbuckling behaviour and of 
the creep effects., a set of computer programs and sub- 
routines has been built up to deal with all the matters 
involved. The use of the computer allows a wide range 
of numerical applications to be studied and facilitates, 
the use of Powell's'algorithm since this technique is 
programmed and available as a library routine. 
No details about the computer prorams and sub- 0 
routines are given in this section but*aýgeneral present- 
ation of them is given in Appendix V. 11. 
5.3.2 ASSUMPTIONS r 
The assumptions on which the 'exact' solution of the 
arch-model from Fig-5.2 is based are presented in this 
section. The assumptions regarding the instantaneous 
response to loading are similar to those used by Croll 
and Walker (1972). Additional assumptions idealising 
the time-dependent behaviour of the arch-model are taken 
into consideration. The implications of all these 
assumptions when a reinforced concrete arch is analysed 
and possibilities of improving them in order to account 
for the actual behaviour of concrete are discussed later 
in Section 5.4.3. 
Relative to the-material 
i) the response to the instantaneous loading is 
perfectly linearly elastic. In other words the bending 
and axial stiffnesses (i. e. Ki and D in Fig. 5.3) are 
considered. constant and the same at loading and unloaaing. 
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ii) the response to a sustained load is linearly viscous 
and according to the 'rate of creep' method (see Table 2.2) 
iii) the'same viscoelastic characteristics (i. e. modulus 
of elasticity E and creep coefficient L) are assumed both 
in compression and tension. 
iv) these viscoelastic characteristics are also assumed. 
to be the same in each bending joint Bi and in the axial 
device A from Fig-5.2. 
v) no cracking of concrete. is considered 
vi) the concrete shrinkage is neglected 
vii) no consideration is given to the intervention of 
material failure. 
Relative to the structure 
viii) the arch-model is assumed symmetric about a 
vertical axis through B2 from mechanical, geometrical and 
loading points of view. In other words, in Fig-5.4, 
Kl=K the undeformed state is symmetric about B2 and 
Pl=P3. 
ix) different stiffnesses and loads are allowed at 
joint Bi and joint B2. In other words it is possible to 
have K1 K2 and/or Pl¢P2 in-Fig-5.4 
x) a-perfect structure is assumed, i. e. no-consideration 
is given to the effects of geometric imperfections 
xi) large displacements are concidered(non-linear 
geometry) 
xii) the loading is assumed to increase proportionally. 
Thus each load has the form 
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where p is a non-dimensional factor of proportionality 
and Pi is a dimensional constant which marks the intensity 
of Pi relative to the others Pj (ý. i). When the loading 
is uniform then Pi=1. 
xiii) no consideration is given to a possible restraining 
effect on creep in any device A or Bi 
xiv) when the concrete creep is considered a step 
variation will be used to approximate the actual 
continuous variation of creep. 
5.3.3. ELASTIC PREBUC J 1±NG 'R1 A 1TTOTr 
The- minimum of the total potential is used to 
analyse the elastic prebuckling, response of the arch- 
model under load. Account will be taken of the large 
displacements by writting the equilibrium and compatibility 
equations for the deformed state of the arch-model while 
the compatibility equations are considered nonlinear. 
The change in total potential energy when the arch- 
model is instantaneously loaded is 
sir =13M. +1ý. u - p. V,;, (5.2) 
sI w s'1 
where (see Fig. 5.4) Mi and F denote the elastic bending 
moment and axial force occuring in the bending-carrying 
device Bi and in the axial force-carrying device A, 
respectively, when the model deforms from the initial 
non-loaded state'to the deformed state, 
is the angular deformation corresponding to Mi 
ýý' 
U is the linear deformation corresponding to F 
Vi is the vertical displacement of the joint Bi 
. Pi is the load at the joint Bi and has the form 
given by eq. (5.1) 
On account of the elastic behaviour, 




where Ki and D denote the elastic bending stiffness of 
the device Bi and the elastic stiffness of the device A, 
respectively. (see Fig. 5.3) 














(cl_= c3 and c2 = c) 
(5.4) 
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and-using egs. (5.1) and (5,3),, eq. (5.2) can be recast as 
33 
.2c 
tý1 +2 ýe 
ü- 'ý ý" (5-5) 41C = 
eý 
K, j 
and this dimensionless form of the potential energy will 
henceforth be used. 
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From the notation (5.4) it can be seen that c and k 
characterise the distribution of stiffness in the arch- 
model. The parameter c represents the ratio between the 
bending stiffnesses of the devices B2 and IK1. When. all 
the devices BI have the same bending stiffness then c=1, 
whereas, a value_c <1 will arise for an arch-model having 
a less stiff device at the apex. The parameter k is 
associated with the ratio between the axial stiffness D 
and the bending stiffness K4.. - The larger. is k; the-. more 
significant is the axial stiffness of the arch-model 
relative to its bending stiffness when the load is-applied. 
It is convenient to consider the deformed state from 
Fig-5.4 as being characterised by the vertical displacements 
Vi so that, from the compatibility of deformations, 
A46 Q1 Uvi P4, ß - ve 
'ºi rý. ` A2 = M; w ok - Vy + V1 
Mw 84 s. MN, 4- Vl + Vj 




Y_ = 02+04-U (5.7) 
T3 OS - Bq -K-;, Ca) 
V- =Z coo 6- 2- (csoz. +e. os4) j=1,2,4,5 
'Y - 
The equilibrium of the deformed state is expressed by 
the stationary conditions (principle of minimum strain 
energy), 
1% 6. w 
=0j=4,2,3 T; 7- 
or using eq. (5.5) 
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GZý;, + -ý'- 
ä (5.8) 
$ Vä 
where and aw/avý follow from eqs. (5.6) 
and (5.7) as shown in Appendix V. 1. 
Eqs. (5.6) ... 
(5.8)-can be reduced to a set of three 
coupled equations which supply the relationships between. 
the displacements vi and the load p. 
For each value of p the set of egs. (5.8) provides 
the corresponding displacements v. -'and"their relationship 
is described by a spatial curve in the system of four 
coordinates (vi, p). , 
In the theory of elastic stability 
this curve is commonly called the primary path (or 
fundamental path or the prebuckling equilibrium path) 
and it fully characterises the elastic prebuckling 
behaviour of. the arch-model so long as the load does not 
exceed the lowest"critical value. 
It can be sen from egs(5.8) that the primary path is 
emanating from the unloaded and undeformed state, that is 
from the origin of the system of coordinates (vl, v2, v3; p), 
and that vl is always equal to v3 due to the symmetry. 
Thanks to this the primary path can be plotted as a curve 
in the triaxial space (vl, v2, p), as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
'Exact' and 'approximate' primary paths can be 
found. 
When the accurate roots of eqs. (5.8) are used the 
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as already mentioned, this primary path includes the 
approximations associated with the assumptions from 
Section -5.3.. 2. 
When further approximations are used in order to 
simplify mathematically the solution of eqs. (5.8) the 
corresponding primary path is called 'approximate'. 
These solutions will be presented in the next two 
sections. Later in section 5.3.3c a comparison between 
the 'exact' and 'approximate' primary paths will be 
presented and discussed. Finally in bection 5.3.3d a 
decision will be made on which of these primary paths 
is to be further used. 
a. 'Exact' primary path 
Eqs. (5.8) represent the 'exact' analysis of the 
elastic prebucklinÜ behaviour of the three degree-of- 
freedom arch-model. 
Due* to the assumption of large. displacements these 
coupled equations are non-linear and hence no closed- 
form solution of them can be obtained. Nevertheless 
various methods can be used to find the coordinates of 
any arbitrary point, of the primary path and thus allow 
the path to be built point-by-point. 
An algorithm given by Powell (1970) is used to find 
the 'exact' solution of egs. (5.8). This algorithm 
combines the Newton and steepest descent methodsin such 
a way as to give'steady progress and a fast rate of 




computer routine available with the NAG 
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library (1972) can yield the accurate roots of egs(5.8), 
provided that a user-supplied routine calculating the 
left-hand sides of eqs. (5.8) is attached and that an 
initial estimate of the roots is given. The efficiency 
of this subroutine and even its success in finding the 
roots to ü predetermined accuracy depend crucially on 
how close the initial estimate is to the final solution. 
An approximate solution of the problem can well be used 
for this purpose. 
b. 'Approximate' primary path 
An approach identical to that used by Croll and 
Walker (1972) is used here to yield the initial, estimate 
of the 'exact' solution. According to it egs. (5.8) can 
be linearised by combining two approximate steps. Firstly 
the potential functional (5.5) is transcribed in a 
polynomial form by replacing the transcendental functions 
Ti and u with polynomial expansions. Thus the stationary 
conditions (5.8) will arise in a non-linear polynomial 
form rather than a transcendental one. 
Secondly the perturbation technique is used to 
replace these latter coupled equations by a set.. of-linear 
coupled equations which are amenable to solution. 
These two steps are detailed below for the three 
degree-of-freedom arch-model: 
i) At first eq. (5.5) is approximated by an algebraic 
polynomial by replacing egs. (5.7) with their trigonometric 
series. 
The polynomial can be written as 
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{s, l j, 4 : C. 4 tsi 
A quartic polynom is chosen to approximate the exact 
form (5.5), that is, terms of higher order than four will 
be neglected. In doing so a balance is sought between 
the reality (ne c.. essity of dealing accurately with the 
large displacements) and simplicity (ne c. essity of 
avoiding'too complex-mathematical developments). 
With respect to the 'reality', the more terms there 
are considered beyond the quadratic term, which corresponds 
to the linearised model (equalibrium written on the 
undeformed state), the more accurate the non-linear effects 
of the large displacements can be analysed. 
On the other hand with respect to the 'simplicity', 
the use-of higher order polynomials would lead to 
mathematical formulations which are difficult to process, 
even if a computer is employed. 
With. reference to egs. (5.6) the following trigonometric 
series are used in eqs. (5.7) 
W. 
(S. lo) 
The truncation of egs. (5.10) is consistent with the 
degree of approximation introduced with the quartic 
polynomial (5.9). 
Introducing egs. (5.10) in eq. (5.5), using eqs. (5.6) 
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and (5.7) and accounting for the symmetry of the arch- 
model the coefficients IT, ýý'1ý; aý t of eq. (5.9)are 
as listed in-Table 5.1, where (m=1,2) 
(h: 





In eq. (5.9) the 7`-coefficients are given by the 'exact': _ 
. formula 
4... 3 
in accordance with eq. (5.5). 
In setting up the coefficients from Table 5.1 it has 
been assumed that the maximum displacements vi are of 
the same order as. 9 and that hence terms V1 V1 v3 
-4withj+k+l+n" > 4-"and"m=1,2'-can" be- neglected (in- order, to 
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9B32 (B11-B12 ) 
N. B. Each X -coefficient in Table 5.1 is given by 
where denote the values from the appropriate column 
and row while c and k are given by egs. (5.4) 
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Using the conditions of stationary total potential 
energy and the approximate form (5.9) the equilibrium 
of the approximate deformed state is expressed by the 
set of equations (i=1... 3) 
abý 333 
la VZ 
Z! i ic 
'ýý 33 
31 7- 7- ý.. ýý vivkvt = 
:1 tu J_*1 
Yet no closed-form solution of the non-linear eqs. 
(5.13) can be found and, therefore, other techniques 
must be further used to overcome this difficulty. 
ii) In what follows the perturbation method is used 
to solve approximately egs. (5.13). Sewell (1965) has 
emphasised the effectiveness of this technique in pre- 
and postbucklin; analysis of structures with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom. 
Using the perturbation technique the set of non- 
linear egs. (5.13) is reduced to a sequence of sets of 
linear equations which can be readily solved. It arises 
that (see Appendix V. 2) 
(5.14a) 






where the suffices denote the first, second,.... order 
derivatives with respect to the perturbation parameter e. 
This ordered set of linear equilibrium equations can 
be used to determine sequentially each of the r order 
deriV ati13 of vi and h in terms of their already known 
derivatives of order s. where s<r. When moving from 
one set of linear perturbation equations to the next, 
only the known right-hand. Vector changes and thanks to 
this feature the use of matrix formulation within the 
computer program is very effective. 
Either the load p or one of the displacements vi, 
can be used as perturbation parameter. When e=p, 





..... 0 (5-15) 
and v; vä =1,2,3) follow from the sequence (5.14). 
Then the 'approximate' primary path is found by using eqs. 
(5.2.1) from Appendix v. 2. 
Whilst for the mathematical approach it makes no 
relevant difference which coordinate from Fig-5-5 is 
associated with e, the choice of the perturbation 
parameter can yield significantly different shapes for 
the primary path-with further effects on the critical 
load and on the branching paths. 
This aspect is discussed in the next section: 
c. Discussion 
The 'approximate' primary path is used in this 
chapter solely to provide the initial estimate of the 
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'exact' primary path but it can be also used as an 
independent alternative of the 'exact' primary path (see 
Croll and Walker ('1972)). 
In order to find out the significance of the 
approximations, a comparison between the''exact' primary 
path PP and some 'approximate' primary paths is presented 
and discussed herein-. (PP is the accurate solution of- 
egs. (5.8) -see Section 5.3.3a) 
'Three 'approximate' primary paths are considered: 
i) PP-(p) is the 'approximate' primary path arising 
from egs. (5.14a... c) when the load p is used as, perturbation 
parameter`- see section 5.. 3.3b). 
ii) PP (vi) is similar to PP (p) but the displacement 
vi is used as perturbation parameter. As mentioned, 
different primary paths follow from choosing different 
perturbation parameters. - 
iii) -PPS is a primary path arising from 
the accurate 
solution of the approximate egs. (5.13). This solution 
is found from egs. (5.13) following the same approach as 
that when -PP -is found-from eqs. (5.8). 
Whereas the primary paths PP include the approximations 
associated with both steps from Section 5.3.3b (i. e. the 
use of-egs. (5.13), instead of egs. (5.8) and the use of 
the perturbation technique),, the primary-path PPS 
comprises solely the approximations due to the first step 
(i. e. it does not'include those related to the 
perturbation technique). Thanks to PP* the significance 
ofrthe approximations introduced by. either step in 
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Section 5.3.3b can be outlined. Thus, while the comparison 
between PP and PPS provides information on how approximate 
egs. (5.13) are relative to the 'exact' egs. (5.8), the 
comparison between PP 1k and PP outlines the significance 
of the approximations introduced by the perturbation-, 
technique. When the 'approximate' paths PP are compared 
to the 'exact' path PP the significance of both-the above 
approximations is emphasised. 
An initial estimate of solution is required when the 
Powell's procedure is used to`'provide both PP and PPX 
and either PP(p) or PP(vi) can be used for this aim. 
However, neither PP nor PPS' depend on this initial estimate, 
that is, the same PP and PP]k arise no matter whether the 
starting point of computation is on PP(p) or on PP(vi). 
The four primary paths are plotted for four 
representative sets of paramenters oCo(Z, c, lý, pl and p2 
(see Fig. 5.4 and eqs. (5.4)) 
The arch-model from Fig-5.6 has the initial axis 
coincident with the funicular polygon of loading. It 
has `a normal shallowness 
ýy"ý- 
2 +e*, K., 
R4o 
an uniform bending stiffness and loading (c=1 and p1=p2=i , 
respectively) and an axial stiffness significantly 
larger than its bending stiffness (k=1000). 
.- 
The arch-model from Fig-5.7-is' similar to that from 
Fig. 5.6 but it is-more flexible at the apex-. (c=0_"5). 
The arch-model' from Fig-5-8 is identical to that-'from 
Fig. 5.7 but p1=0.7 so that the funicular polygon of loads 
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arch-model. 
The arch-model from Fig. 5.9 has the, same, mechanical 
parameters c and k and the same loading as that from 
Fig. 5.7 but it is more shallow = and the 
funicular polygon and the initial axis are no longer 
coincident. 
In each of the Figs-5.6... 5.9 the primary paths are 
plotted using their projections on the reference planes 
pOv2 and v10v2 (see Fig-5-5). 
V- 










Figs-5.6 -... 5.9 give rise to the following conclusions: 
i) Significant'differences can occur with respect to 
the choice of the perturbation parameter. The larger 
the load p is (or the larger the displacement vi is), 
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the more significant are the truncations operated-in 
egs. (5.2.1)*)and thus the more different PP(p) and 
PP(vi) are. - 
ii) PP(p) is not able to predict correctly the snap 
behaviour of an arch-model since the displacements vi 
have been assumed to be-single-valued functions of, p in 
egs. (5.2.1). 
The snap-buckling is the instability associated. with 
a primary path as in Fig-5.10. As the load p increases 
from 0 to pcz the structure becomes less stiff (i. e. at 
least a deflection increases with a faster rate for a 
given increase in load). At B the stiffness is, zero 
and a new stable equilibrium state is sought by the 
structure. If p is held constant or increased the first 
new equilibrium state is-B' and the move towards B' 
involves a noticeably large change in deformation 
accompanied by dynamic effects. If the displacements vi 
are controlled rather than p, the equilibrium states 
beyond the snap point-B correspond to the primary path 
from Fig. 5.10, that is to a lower load p. The range of 
the primary path between Band B' can be outlined solely 
by'choosing the displacement vi as perturbation parameter. 
This conclusion-is emphasised by Oroll and Walker (1972). 
iii) PP(p) projected on the reference. plane pOvl 
(or, pOv2) is always above PP ors in other words, the choice 
Footnote 
i 
*)see Appendix V. 2. 
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of p as perturbation parameter yield smaller displacements 
than the actual ones for the same load p. This stiffening 
effect is a'consequence of the truncation of egs. (5.2.1) 
which is virually equivalent to imposing constraints on 
the displacements. When such constraints are applied 
reduced displacements of a'body under a given set of 
forces arise (see Argyris and Kelsey (1960) p. 8). 
iv) When c=viithe effect of the truncation of egs. (5.2.1) 
cannot be predicted as it is equivalent to superimposing 
of extra loads and extra displacements v, (j #-L) . Their- 
combined effect can yield either reduction (see°PP(vi) in 
Fig FiGs. 5.6 and 5.7) or increase (see PP(vi) in . 5.9) of 
the 'model -stiffness. 
v)' Although less approximate than the paths 'PP, PP is 
not 'always closer to PP and*this means that the combined 
effects of the approximations associated with egs. (5"13) 
and with the perturbation technique do not necessarily 
lead to a worse final solution. In Fig-5.8, for instance, 
PY(p)-represents a better approximation of PP than PP' does. 
iv) Although significant, the differences between the 
'exact' path PP and the 'approximate' primary paths 
PP(p), PP(vi)- andPPS can be irrelevant when they depict 
about the same behaviour up to the critical point (the 
lowest load under which instability occurs). As it will 
be shown'in Section 5.3.4, the primary path is associated 
with an unstable eqilibrium beyond this critical state 
and it. is therefore of no practical importance in that 
range. For instance, for both cases from Figs-5.6 and 5.7 
Footnote 
*) . see Appendix 
V. 2 
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pcr = 0.4 but only for the model from Fig-5.7 the four 
primary paths will yield different results when the 
postbuckling behaviour will be analysed. 
d. Conclusion 
It is apparent from the above discussion that Iat 
this 
stage, it is not possible to predict the difference between: 
the 'approximate' solutions and the 'exact' solution 
and whether an 'approximate' solution is on the conservative 
side or not. ° 
On this account and taking into consideration that 
no major mathematical difficulty arises, the 'exact' 
primary path PP will be further used to analyse, the 
prebuckling response of the arch-model from Fig. 5.2. 
The 'approximate' PP(p) will be used to, provide the 
initial estimate of the 'exact' solution, 
It is worth-remembering that by 'exact' primary path 
is meant the accurate solution of egs. (5.8), whereas PP(p) 
is the solution of the approximate egs. (5. l4a.. c) with 
the load p as perturbation parameter. 1) 
5.3.4. ELASTIC STABILITY. 
The elastic primary path provides the equilibrium 
position of the arch-model for a certain load p but 
gives no information whether the equilibrium is stable 
or not, and'tzhether that position is the only possible 
Footnote 
4)see Appendix V. 2. 
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one or not. 
In order to answer the first question stability 
criteria are used. 
Regarding the second question further information 
is provided later when the postbuckling behaviour will 
be analysed. 
Within the present section stability criteria will 
be developed in a general form for a three degree-of- 
freedom model. A comparison of the stability criteria 
based on 'exact' and 'approximate' primary paths is also 
presented and it is shown that it endorses the 
conclusion from Section 5.3.3d. 
a. Stability criteria 
The dynamic criterion of stability can be employed to 
analyse the stability of the equilibrium position given 
by the primary path. Then an equilibrium position is 
stable if the dynamic response to any external disturbance 
remains small. or, in other words, a damping of the 
vibrations occurs. That is so when the natural vibration 
frequencies Z of the structure are positive. 
Using-this approach it. is shown in Appendix v. 3 
that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
natural frequencies cJ of the three degree-of-freedom 











is the second partial derivative of the potential 
functional with respect to displacements vi (at the 
point S on the primary path for which the stability of 
equilibrium is checked), that is 
__ 
(5.17) 
M; is - the minor of in-the determinant 1i 
-A' is given by 
h6= jw 
When one or more of the conditions (5.16) are 
violated the equilibrium state corresponding to S is 
unstable. 
The elastic critical load is the lowest load under 
which at least one of the conditions (5.16) is no longer 
satisfied or, in other words, the corresponding left-hand 
side becomes zero. Beyond the critical load the primary 
path does not correspond any longer to the stable 
equilibrium position and only a postcritical analysis 
can provide information about that range. 
The values iir according to eq. (5.17) can be 
computed using either the exact form of dTc , i. e. 
eq. (5.5), or the approximate one, eq. (5.9). 
When eq. (5.5)*is used it follows from eqs. (5.8) that 
5ý 
ý,.. " _ý 
(q' a i', "t- a(p, " 
-) aw aý ate. ) (5.19) +ýt" w+ 'ý 
L=1 t avýävi a ;; vi av; övý 'ýv; 
"2vß 
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where 'J) and u are given by eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), while 
the first and second order deviatives are given in 
Appendix V. 1. 
When eq, (5.9)-is used, it follows from egs. (5.13) that 
3334 
where thecoefficients r. are given by Table.. 5.1. 
In both eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) vk are the displacements 
of the equilibrium state 8 about the undeformed and 
unloaded position. 
Due to the symmetry of the arch-model from Fig-5.2 the 
primary path is always symmetric, and thus the determinent 
given by eq. (5.18) is symmetric about both diagonals, 
that is 
X11 ý11 ý23 ý31 (5.21) 
X13 ý Tal, 
so that only four. coefficients (i. e. , 
W12) 
are distinct. 
On account of eqs. (5.21) the seven conditions'(5.16) 
reduce to the following five distinct ones: 
)'O 
M. ý '0 
e>ö 








In Appendix V. 4 it is shown that none of the 
conditions 1T ýO and Mµ)0 can be violated at a lower 
critical load than that corresponding to O. This 
means that, among the criteria (5.16a), the last criterion 
d>o (5.23) 
is sufficient to ensure that the equilibrium associated 
with the primary path is stable. . 11 
Henceforth the condition (5.23) will be used as 
stability criterion for the arch-model from Fig. 5.2. 
However, the analysis of the conditions, ý. 10 and 
N1, ß, 0 will still be of interest. In Appendix V. 4 it 
is shown that the stability criterion (5.23) is violated 
simultaneously with one or a group of the first two 
conditions (5.16a). Moreover it is shown that the 
violation of these latter-is-mathematically-responsible 
for the violation of the stability criterion. (5.23). 
This conclusion is of great significance and later in 
4 
Section 5.3.5c a physical meaning will be associated to it. 
That one or a group of the conditions 1tr, K>O and 
M,;; > 0 is violated simultaneously with the stability 
criterion (5.23) arises from Figs. 5.11... 5.13 too. In these 
figures. the variation of the parameters included in the 









































applications. The numerical data of the arch-model in., 
Figs. 5.11... 5.13 are identical-to those from Figs. 5,6,5.8 
and 5.9 respectively. The'exact' 'TT.. -coefficients 
according to eqs. (5.19) and to the 'exact' primary path 
are considered. The variation along the primary path is 
plotted with respect to one of the displacements v1 or v2 
The corelation' with the load p , can be derived from 
the corresponding primary paths plotted in Figs-5.6,5.8 
and 5.9, respectively. 
It can be seen that: 
i) for the arch-model associated-with Fig-5-11 the 
stability criterion (5.23) is violated simultaneously with 
M22 _0 
ii) for the arch-model associated with Fig-5.12 the 
stability. criterion (5.23) is violated simultaneously with 
722 = 09 M22 =0 and Mll =0 
iii) for the arch-model associated with Fig-5-13 the 
stability criterion (5.23) is violated simultaneously with 
X11 0 and M22 =0 
b. -Discussion 
'Exact' or 'approximate' forms of the stability 
criterion (5.23) arise as the 1W coefficients in eq. 
(5.18) are computed according to egs. (5.19) or (5.20), 
respectively. 
In order to establish how significantly different the 
'exact' and the 'approximate' forms of the stability 
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criterion area comparison is carried out in Figs 5.14.. 
5.16 where the 'exact' and 'approximate' values of A are 
depicted-by-unbroken and broken lines, respectively. In 
both eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) the displacements vi are 
supposed to be given by the 'exact' primary path PP and 
by the 'approximate' paths PPS' and PP(p). 
However,. -in order . 
to simplify the graphs, the & -curves 
corresponding to PPS are not plotted in Figs5.14 and 5.15, 
as they are very close to those corresponding to PP. 
In Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 the same models as in Figs. 
5.6 and 5.7 respectively are studied. In Fig-5.16 a 
similar model as that in Fig. 5.8 is considered,, but the 
loading parameters are p1=1.0 and p2=0.7 instead of 
p1=0"-7 and p2=1.0. 
Figs. 5.14.. 5.16 emphasise the following remarks which 
add to those already pointed out by Figs. 5.6... 5.5: 
i) Although the 'exact' and the 'approximate' Q- 
curves are in a fairly good agreement both in'8ig. 5.14 and 
in Fig-5-15, the coordinates of the critical points (i. e. 
load and displacements corresponding to d=O) are affected 
rather differently in these two cases. While almost 
identical critical points arise in Fig. 5.14 from using 
the 'exact' and/or the 'approximate' forms, different 
coordinates for the critical points: arise in Fig-5-15. 
This-is so because the s-curves reach their zeros in 
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ii) Significantly different results can arise from 
using the 'approximate' forms as iiig. 5.16 depicts. Thus 
when PP(p) is used A is always positive and even PP* 
yields coordinates of the critical point which are very 
different to those provided by the 'exact' PP. It must 
be outlined that the primary paths for the same model are 
less significantly different than the corresponding A- 
curves are. In other words the effect of the approximations 
can yield greater inaccuracies with the stability criterion 
than with the primary path. 
c. Conclusion 
The following, conclusions arise from above:, 
i) The stability'criterion for the arch-model from 
r'ig. 5.2,. that is the condition for the equilibrium states 
corresponding to the primary path to be stable, is given by 
eq. C5.23). The criticalload corresponds to 
A= o (5.24) 
ii) Simultaneously with eq. (5.24) other conditions 
from (5.16a) are also violated. 
iii) In order to avoid inaccuracies, which can be 
very significant, the IT .. -coefficients in eq. 
(5.22) are 
computed according to eqs. (5.19), where the displacements 
Vi correspond to the 'exact' primary path PP (i. e. vi 
are the accurate solutions of egs. (5.8)). In view-of 
egs. (5.17) this is equivalent to saying that & represents 
the Jacobian of the equations (5.8). 
The conclusions (i) and (ii) are also valid for the 
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one -and two , 
degree-of-freedom arch-models analysed by 
Croll and Walker (1972)ý`)and this suggests that they 
might be'valid for mechanical arch-models with more 
degrees of freedom. 
5.3.5 ELASTIC POSTBÜCKLING BEHAVIOUR 
So far the primary-path depicting the stable 
prebuckling equilibrium states of the elastic arch-model 
and the stability criterion (5.23) supplying the 
coordinates of the critical point have been analysed. 
The secondary path emerging from this critical point 
and depicting the stable equilibrium states of the elastic 
postcritical behaviour is investigated within this 
section'. '' An 'exact' secondary path is found by using 
the 'exact' total potential, eq. (5.5), and the minimum 
of the total potential. Again the Powell's procedure 
is used to analyse the 'exact' secondary path and hence 
an 'approximate' secondary path is also necessary as an 
initial estimate of the 'exact' solution. An approach 
similar to that from the analysis of the primary path is 
employed to find this 'approximate' secondary path. 
The analysis of the initial postbuckling behaviour 
will give information on which particular mode of 
buckling takes place at the critical point and whether a 
stiffening or unstiffeninG postcritical response occurs. 
Footnote 
see also Appendix V. 3. 
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It is shown that the modes of buckling can be associated 
with the violation of criteria (5.16a). 
a. 'Exact'-Secondary path 
For the'sake of simplicity a transformed displacement 
space will be used to analyse the secondary path. Thus 
for a point vý, vz, ',, ý one may write (Fig. 5.17) 
V 4- Wti "Z 1,2 (5.25) 
where S{ýýý} is the point on the primary path corresponding 
to the same load p. 
Virtually the static displacement wi from eqs. (5.25) 
are analogous to the dynamic displacement wi from 
Appendix V. 3 so that eq. (5.3.2) can be used to express 
the total 
, 
potential energy irn' terms. of wi. 
It can be rewritten. as 
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The stationary conditions för the static equilibrium 
of the states 6 and- T yield 
a air 0 ý. A 1... 3 (5.28) 2vß S 
and, respectively, 
atý, r 
_o 13 WZ, ý 
;. =ýt... 3 (5.29) 
Eqs(5.28) have been already used to find the state S 
on the primary path. Eqs. (5.29) can be used to find the 
corresponding state T on the secondary path. 
Egs. (5.29) with due alowance to eqs. (5.28) and to the 
fact that 111 does not depend on wi yield 





30) Tr iv- wi 
W,,, 
These homogeneous coupled equations have noncritical 
solution (w jV 0) in restricted circumstances only and 
this means that no secondary path can be found unless 
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the state S complies with certain additional conditions. 
If small displacements wi are assumed, then egs. (5.30) 
can be approximated by 
1W. w,. 0 ý, . 1... 3 (5.31) 
which have non-critical' solution if, and only if, 
eqs. (5.24) is true. 
Therefore a secondary path given by egs. (5.30) emerges 
from the primary path at the critical point B (Fig-5-17). 
Using the 'exact' form of Alf given by eq. (5.5) and 
replacing vi by vi from egs. (5.25), the eqs. (5.29) with- 





=o %, a_ßt... 3 (5.32) 
ti 
which are similar to eqs(5.8) but homogeneous. The 
angular and linear displacement in egs. (5.32) (i. e. T1 
and u2k , respectively) characterise the deformed state T 
in Fig. 5.17. They have the same meaning as wti and u 
but are measured about the equilibrium state S rather 
than about the undeformed state. Consequently relationships 
identical to eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) can 
(5.32), provided that vi are replaced 
are replaced by the angles 6z 9S and 
corresponding to the deformed state S 
Appendix V. 6). . 
be used with eqs. 
by Vi and OC1 1,2. ) 
respectively, 
(see eqs. (5.6.2) in 
It should be noted that egs. (5.32) are only apparently 
non-dependent on the load p. In fact the deformed state 
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S''depends on, p and consequently the angles- in 
Appendix V. '6 carry the indirect effect of the load on 
the equi-libriüm state 
Due to its homogeneous form no solution of egs. (5.32) 
can be found for certain values of p. In such cases the 
state S on, -the primary-path 
is the solely possible 
equilibrium position. 
The solution of egs. (5.32), i. e. the 'exact' secondary 
path, can be found using a similar approach as for the 
'exact' primary path, In fact by using the transformed 
space given by eqs. (5.25), the secondary path is found 
relative to the primary path in a manner similar to that 
in which the primary path is found relative to the 
undeformed state. 
Here again an initial estimate of the solution is 
required and consequently an approximate solution using 
an approach similar to that from Section 5.3.3b is 
considered. 
b. I Approximate'. Secondary path 
An approximate form of egs. (5.32) arises when eqs. 
(5.30) are. truncated at 
ý 1º1'; ý w, ý + 
2: ýý ; ýk W Wi t (5. ) 
Ir- 
,_ 
where, analogous to previous developments, only the first 
three terms have'been retained. 
The it-coefficients are given by eqs(5.17) and (5.27) 
and either the 'exact' form, eq. (5.5), or the approximate 
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form, eq. (5.9), of the totalpotential energy can be used. 
The latter yields 




ki. ý VQ S. 
' 'ýºýºýcºý'=1... 3 
(5.334) 
where the it coefficients are given in Table 5.1 and Yis 
are the displacements corresponding to the equilibrium 
state S. on, the primary path. 
The perturbation technique is used again to linearise 
the coupled egs. (5.33). Analogous to the developments 
from Appendix-V. 2 the sequence, of linear perturbation 
equations becomes 
" -I =, o (5.35a) 
`Ilrý" wý ý_- ý' ý "+ wj' -ýý ýý"k "'j wk (5.35 b) 
riý'_ (5-35c) 
ýIý1ý 
.ý -2: T, 
ý ; wj" 3 2: 1: -wj, -- 
ie. 
t -E -W-2 -"-"=- 
zI i1 40- 1 -L = 
A)21zo 
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where iii are given by egs. (5.34), IW 
7 and ßf30 are the 





+ r-L +47)-F, 
2. 
: p. t 
In egs. (5.35) and (5.36) the suffices of p and wj 
denote their first, second,... kerivatives with respect 
to the perturbation parameter e, where s is measured from 
the critical point B in Fig. 5.17. 
The first perturbation equations (5.35) are identical 
with eqs. (5.3) and, as already stated, a non-trival 
solution of 71! (i=1.. 3) can be formed if, and only if, 
ti 
eq. (5.24) is fulfilled, that is if the 1W-coefficients 
are computed for the critical state B. 
Solving sequentially the sets of linear equations 
(5.35) and using egs. (5.36), the approximate displacements 
of the state T on the secondary path arise as (see Fig. 5.17) 
VI*V ;. w-4,2,3 (5.. 37) 
where p is given by the second of egs. (5.36). 
Egs. (5.37) provide the initial estimate of the 
solution of eqs. (5.32). 
When using the perturbation technique with the 
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secondary path` it is advisable to' choose one of the 
displacements wi as perturbation parameter since it is 
difficult to predict whether, a stiffening (p > pes) or- 
an unstiffening (p 4 pes) postcritical behaviour occurs 
(see Fig-5.20). 
c. Discussion 
Two approximate secondary paths can be obtained 
depending on how the sequence of egs. (5.35) is solved. 
For either case wl is supposed to be the perturbation 
parameter so that 
- 1) -14 
in 
W, ISO (5.38) 
i) A secondary path can arise from the following 
sequence of solving the egs. (5.35a... c): 
-wig (i=2,3) come from eqs. (5.35a) 
-if each equation i of the set (5.35b) is multiplied 
by wi and the results added, the* left-hand side of the 
summation will be zero, on account of egs. (5.35a), and 
therefore p' is given by 
t" "v+ `i -- : ýI'Lak w,; wä w 
(5-39) 
ti ä, ý 
where wi are known from the previous step. 
wi (i=2,3) can be obtained from the first two of 
egs. (5.35b) with due allowance to egs. (5.37) and (5.38). 
- similarly to p' in eq. (5.39), p" follows from 




3i Zi IT! 
,1 
7 j. `"%W? `" - 
(5.40) 
- 
_wi (i=2,3) can be then obtained from the first two 
of e qs . (5.35c ) 
ii) Another secondary path can follow if one assumes 
that 
W. W. 74 
412>3 
> (5.41) ý ýý w W , W11 
in egs. (5.35a... c). Eqs. (5.41) are always true (on account 
that the same coefficient matrix (ý""} occurs in each set 
of perturbation equations) if the right-hand sides of eqs. 
. (5.35band c) are zero, that is if 
c W- wk , 
(5.42a) wz v 
3 14'iä wa -Wiwi - (5.42b) 
3'ý`' ýää `" 32 11T. - Wä Wit- - 
where i, j., k, f, =4... 3 
j 
Different values of p and p" can arise from using 
different i in egs. (5.42) due to the approximations 
introduced with eqs. (5.35). If so egs. (5.39) and 
(5.40) can be used `instead of eqs. (5.42a and b). 
According"to egs. (5.36), egs. (5.41) yield 
? z. 3. 
(5.43) 
and this means that the secondary path (ii)-is affine to 
the solution of the first perturbation eqs. (5.35a) 
throughout its length. 
The secondary paths (i) and (ii) are coincident in 
the initial postbuckling range since, when c is small, 
egs. (5.36) yield 
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rtr 
amd since wi and, p' are the. same for both these secondary 
paths. 
The above conclusions are true also for the 'exact' 
secondary paths. For, instance, in Fi; s. 5.18 and 5.19 
the 'exact''secondary paths for two numerical applications 
are depicted. The same numerical data as in Figs. 5.6 
and 5.7 are analysed. In both cases the modes of 
buckling, are antisymmetric, that is the initial post- 
buckling range 
W1 = -w3 and w2 =0 (5.44) 
For the sake of"simplicity the secondary path is plotted 
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in the system of-coordinates where 
63 WA-W3, (5.45) 
22 
and vi (i=1.. 3)are givennby eqs. (5.25) and represented 
in Fig. 5.17. On account of the symmetry, the primary 
path will be represented in this system of coordinates 
J 
by its projection on the p-v2 plane from Figs-5.6 and 
5.7. 
Two 'exact' secondary paths have been computed for 
either case: 
i) One is computed by finding the w2, ßv3 and p values 
corresponding to a certain w1 from the full set of-egs. 
(5.32). This secondary path is plotted by broken lines 
in Figs-(5.18) and (5.19). It corresponds to the above 
'approximate' path (i) 
ii) Another secondary path is computed assuming that 
ýý, 1=ßv3 throughout the postbuckling behaviour. Due to 
this 
assumption the vw2and p values corresponding to a certain 
vi1 (see-Fig: 5.17) have been found by solving exactly the 
first two. equilibrium equations (5.32). This secondary 
path is. plotted by tbroken lines in Figs. (5.18) and 
(5.19). This path corresponds to the above 'approximate' 
path (ii). 
Both secondary paths are symmetric about the 
p-0-v2 plane and'coincide for small displacements wie 
It can be seen in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 that the 
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p (see curve (ii) in Fig. 5.19) or to'a decrease of the 
p (see curve (ii) in Fig-5-18). ' The first situation 
corresponds to a, stiffening postcritical behaviour (i. e. 
the load p must be increased in order to increase the 
postcritical, deformation ), whereas the]atter corresponds 
to an unstiffening postcriticäl behaviour (i. e. the post- 
critical deformation increases as the load p decreases). 
These situations are depicted also in Fig-5.20. 
Both models from Figs. 5.18 and"5.19 display a 
bifurcation of equilibrium beyond the critical point and 
the corresponding deformed configuration (mode of buckling) 
is antisymmetric relative to the critical state (see eqs. 
(5.44)). 
Different modes of buckling associated with either a 
stiffening effect or an unstiffening effect can be 
displayed by the arch-model from Fig-5.2 and this 
depends on the geometric, mechanical and loading 
characteristics of the structure. 
In the next two sections these possible modes of 
buckling and some features 01' the initial postbuckling 
path are analysed-in a general form. 
d. Modes of buckling 
The mode of buckling characterises geometrically 
the postcritical deformed state relative to the critical 
state. Different modes of buckling (i. e. snap-buckling, 
antisymmetric or symmetric bifurction) can be associated 
with the arch-model-from Fig-5.2 and they are featured in 
Table 5.2. 
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It has been shown in Section 5.3.4a that, simultaneously 
with the stability--criterion (5.23), one or a group of the 
first two criteria (5.16a) are also violated'. In this 
section it is shown that a certain mode of buckling is 
associated to each such possible violation of the 
criteria(5.16a). 
This association is proved below by analysing the 
first perturbation egs. (5.35a), but the result is valid 
for small, týi too on account of eqs. (5.43) or- (5.36a). 
The use of the approximate egs. '(5.35) has been 
preferred here for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless 
the same'conci. usions could be proved to be generally 
valid for small displacements Zvi (initial postbuckling 
behaviours mean of the dynamic criterion of stability. 
When eq. (5.24) is fulfilled a secondary path emerges 
from the critical point and the approximate equations 
(5.35) can be-used to find it. 
Two distinct solutions can arise from the first 
perturbation equations (5.35a): 
(i) ý+ý. = -w3 00`P. , M& w2 =o when 
-ý[TM e=o 
(5.46) 
which yields, in terms of the criteria (5.16a), 
. 
(5.47) 
fill +M13 =0 
-74 (ii) W, j s Cv3 o and 
wzqlo with the relationship 
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'1II'44 Or... 




M11 - M13 =o (5.49) 
Other. solutions can arise either as particular cases 
of the previous distinct solution or as linear combination 
of, them. 
For instance: 
iii) w,, = w3 =O.. and w,. -A O arises from solution 
(ii) when simultaneously 
-1 is =0- 
ß'2z =O 
(5.50) 
which, in terms of the stability criteria (5.16a), yield 
O (5.51) 
iv) w, 
ý sK, 3 #p and 
wýý o arises from solution (ii) 
when simultaneously 
w,, -j. iTqa 
(5.52) ý'iz=0 
which can be recast as 
M,, ý-M, 13So 
(5.53) 
2. 
v) w,, = wb q60 and W2-4-'O with both ºrýl and w2 
indefinite arises either by combining solutions (iii) + 





-9-ý -0 (5-54) 
The above solution (i) corresponds to an antisymmetric 
mode of buckling and-coincides with-egs. (5.44). This 
mode of buckling takes place when eq., (5.46) is fulfilled 
simultaneously with eq. (5.24) which provides the critical 
point. Thus, on account of eq. (5.22), it follows that 
the condition (5.46) - or the equivalent eqs. (5.47) - 
is mathematically responsible, for the violation of the 
stability criterion , 
(5.23). 
Similarly, solution (ii) corresponds to a symmetric 
mode. of buckling, and the associated condition (5.49) is 
mathematically responsible for the violation of stability 
criterion (5.23) on account of eq. (5.22). 
The criteria for snap-buckling to occur at joint B2 
and/or, at joints Bl and-B3 are derived in Appendix V. 7. 
It is apparent that they are particular cases of solution 
(ii). Indeed the snap-hucklinö at joint B2 is given by 
solution 
, 
(iii), while the snap-buckling at joints Bi and 
B3 and the simultaneous snap-buckling at joints B1, B21 
B3 are given by solutions (iv) and (v)3respectively, 
with ITM = 0. 
It is noteworthy that the snap-buckling conditions 
yield A= 0 too, which suggests that a secondary path 
emerges at the critical point. In fact this secondary 
path represents the dynamic snap which is always associated 
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with the snap-buckling (see Fig-5-10). This is proved 
in Appendix V. 8. 
From the above analysis the following conclusions 
concerning -the-modes of buckling, cane be, drawn: s k.. _ ... 
- The critical load of. an arch-model as in Fig. 5.2 
is the lowest load for which the stability criterion 
(5.23) is isolated or, in other words, the lowest 
solution of eq. (5.24). 
- Some other conditions from the criteria"-"(5: 16) are 
isolated simultaneously with. A= 0" 
From the mathematical point of view these violated 
conditions are responsible for A being zero. 
From the physical point of view each possible,.. 
. 
vi olation of-stability criteria is associated with a 
certain mode of buckling. The modes of buckling that, 
can occur with-the arch-model from Fig. 5.2'are presented 
in Table 5.2. 
- Coupled modes of buckling occur (i. e. two or more 
critical points . are coincident or nearly so) when at 
least ; two of the solutions (i)... (iv) are simultaneously 
possible, 
For instance the snap-buckling at joints B1 and B3 
(solution (iv) with "IW 0 ), is always coupled with 
an antisymrnetric mode of buckling, that is with the 
above solution (i). 
- Information concerning the mode of buckling is 
provided by analysing solely the Mr -coefficients 









2 tý1=-w-00 and 
w=0 
" 





0 M11+ M1 




w1=w391-0 and w2=-w1 
2U "1 
(ii) Symmetric M11- M13= 
0 
buckling 0 
w1=w3=0 and w2#0 
X220 
(iii) Snap- 
buckling M11 =0 
at joint =0 
B2 
w1=w 40 and w =0 32 Symmetric M22 =0 
buckling M11- M13= 0 
with w2=0 
Snap- 11T11 =0 buckling 
at joints M11 =0 
B1 and B3 M22 =0 
Aa0 
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obtain further information about the postcritical 
behaviour leads to the complete analysis of the secondary 
path. 
In the light of the above conclusions, the modes of 
buckling of the arch-models from Figs-5.6,5.8 and 5.9 
can be specified by analysing the variation of the criteria 
(5.16a) in the Figs. 5.11... 5.13, respectively. 
Thus in Fig-5-11 it can be seen that the criterion 
x122 >0 is violated simultaneously with eq. (5.23) and 
" hence an antisymmetric mode of buckling occurs for the 
arch-model from Fig-5-6. 
Fig. 5.12 shows that a mode of buckling according to 
the above solution (iv) with Ii. =0 occurs for the arch- 
model from Fig. 5.8. This mode of buckling is a coupling 
of an antisymmetric one and a snap-buckling at the joints 
B1 and B3. 
According to Fig. 5.13 another coupled mode of buckling, 
given by the above solution (v) and coupling a symmetric 
mode of buckling and a snap-buckling at joint B2 arises 
for the arch-model from Fig. 5.9" 
e. Initial post-buckling behaviour 
The mode of buckling provides some information about 
the geometry of the initial secondary path. Indeed the 
displacements iii represent coordinates of the initial 
secondary path about the critical point. 
Other two features of the initial secondary path, 
independent on the mode of buckling, are derived in this 
section. Also aspects associated with the stiffness 
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characteristics of-the secondary path are discussed. 
Both the characteristics of the secondary path presented 
in this section and the modes of buckling-from the previous 
section provide a better understanding of the elastic 
postbuckling response of the arch-model from Fig. 5.2.. 
1. Two remarkable features of any secondary path 
associated with the present arch-model arise as a 
consequence of the eqs. (5.36a): 
i) In 'the vecinity-of the critical-point the secondary 
path can be approximated bya straight line. 
ii) This straight line is included in a plane which 
has the normal parallel to ,p- axis. 
The first feature is an immediate consequence of eqs. 
(5.36a) which are actually the parametric equations of the 
secondary path when small. displacements 71 i are considered. 
Further details about these parametric equations are 
provided by the above analysis of the modes of buckling 
since the solutions found in Section 5.3.4d represent in 
fact the direction cosines of the straight line (i. e. the 
initial secondary path) at-the critical point. 
The second feature is again a consequence of the 
affinity. of 7, ii given by eqs. (5.36a) and valid for small 




0 : '86 .3 
and hence eq. (5.39) yields 
-ý =0 2r F, 4 




because 1[C; a and '01' are always finite on account of 
their physical meaning. 
Similarly from eqs. (5.40) and with due allowance to 
eq. (5.56) it follows that3'0 
3p it E2 =0 (5.57) 
so that the second of egs. (5.36) yields 
p pv (5.58) 
Eq. (5.58) has already been mentioned in conjunction 
with the snap-buckling (see Appendix V. 7). 
2. As mentioned in Section 5.3.5c, it is of greatest 
interest to find out whether the structure displays a 
stiffening postbuckling behaviour or an unstiffening one. 
In terms of the secondary path that means whether the load 
p is to be increased or decreased, respectively, in order 
to advance along the secondary path (see Fig-5.20). 
The above feature (ii) of the initial secondary path 
shows that the immediate postbuckling behaviour (i. e. the 
first small displacements about the critical state) does 
not require a variation of load p. 
The dependence on p of the initial postbuckling 
behaviour can be visualised by studying the variation of 
the elastic forces from the devices Bi (i = 1.. 3) and A in- 
Footnote 
*)A development of" eq. (5.57) for an antisymmetric mode of- 
buckling is shown in Appendix V. 9. 
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Fig-5.2 as the secondary path is travelled along. Thus 
when these forces are increased by the initial post-, 
buckling. behaviour that means that- a... stiffening effect 
occurs or-, in other words, an increase of the load beyond 
pcr is necessary. Contrarily an unstiffenin; postcritical 
behaviour occurs when the elastic forces decrease while 
the secondary path, is travelled along. The variations of 
the elastic forces about their values corresponding to 
the critical state are proportional to the postbuckling 
variations of the corresponding displacements which can 
be computed, äs in Appendix V. 6. 
For an antisymmetric mode of buckling, for instance, with 
141 =-1143 and 2=0 
(5.59) 
eos. (5.6.2) with egs. (5.6.1) yield 
1ýº, 
'-ý. (4 + si ý8-sir G1) -i- 
w'' (4- 

























m2 has been neglected. 
(i = 1.. 3)in egs. (5.60) 
and ut in eq. (5.61) denote the displacements 4), and u 
about the critical state of the arch-model while G.. ß and 
O2 
characterise the geometry of the symmetric critical state 
( see * Fig. 5.4) . 
For small displacements tirl the terms in wi can also 
be neglected so that it follows . 




and w 0. (5.63) 
Thus, for any small wl, the variations of Mi and M3 
are mutually compensated (on account of symmetry) while 
the variations of F and M2 are zero therefore no 
variation of p is required by the initial postbuckling 
response. 
When vri are no longer small a variation of the load p 
will be required to advance along the secondary path but 
whether an increase or a decrease of load will be necessary 
depends on the-values and given by eqs. (5.60) and 
(5.61) and on the relative stiffnesses ci and i: from 
egs. (5.4). 
The above conclusion is also outlined by the 
numerical applications from Figs-5.18 and 5.19 for which 
an antisymmetric mode of buckling is recorded. 
While the secondary paths (i) in both Fig-5.18 and 
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Fig-5-19 do not require any change in load p'(i. e. they 
lie initially in a plane normal to p-axis), the secondary 
path (ii) models either. an unstiffening postcritical 
behaviour, see Fig. 5.18;... or "a stiffening one'see Fig-5-19. 
On account of ; the large value of k, u is the, relavant 
displacement in either of the cases from Fig. 5.18and 5.19 
so that the stiffening or unstiffening of the postcritical 
behaviour will depend crucially on the variation of-elastic 
force F in device A from Fig-5.2. This variation F along 0 
either of secondary paths (i) and (ii) and for either of 
, -ý 
models from Figs-5.18 and 5.19 is plotted in Fig-5.22 
where u! k and &F have the meanings from Fig. 5.21. The 
curves plotted in Fig-5.22 have the same graphic represent- 
ation-as the secondary paths from Figs. 5.18. and 5.19, 
i. e. the broken and unbroken lines are associated with 
"ý'ý 
the secondary paths (i) and. (ii -), respectively. 
From. Fig. 5: 22 -it follows {that: 
- AF associated with the secondary paths (i) in both 
Figs-5.18 and 5.19 are almost zero so that no variation 
of p is required when the initial postbuckling deformation 
is increased. 
- AF associated with the"secondary path (ii) in Fig. 5.18 
is increasingly negative which means that an amount of 
energy is released by the device A as the postbuckling 
deformation increases. kdecrease of the external load 
p corresponds to this release of energy and therefore an 
unstiffening secondary path (ii) is displayed by the 
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- similarly, the stiffening secondary path (ii) of 
the model from Fig. 5.19 is in accordance with the increas- 
ingly positive variation of AF associated with that 
secondary path. 
f'. Conclusion 
The elastic postbuckling behaviour of the arch-model 
from Fig-5.2 has been analysed. Approaches to find the 
'exact' and 'approximate' secondary paths are presented 
in Section 5.3.5a and b, respectively. The 'exact' 
secondary path is recommended to use for analysing the 
elastic postbuckling behaviour and the 'approximate' path 
is employed only as the initial estimate of the 'exact' 
solution. 
Different elastic postbuckling responses can arise 
and they depend on the geometrical, mechanical and 
loading characteristics of the arch-model. 
General features of the initial range of the 
secondary path are presented and discussed. It is shown 
that: 
i) The modes of buckling displayed by a particular 
three degree-of-freedom arch-model is associated with the 
stability criterion (5.23) - see Section 5.3.5d. 'mode By 
of buckling' is meant the configuration of the postbuckling 
deformed state relative to the critical deformed state. 
The modes of buckling which can be displayed by the three 
degree-of-freedom arch-model are summarised in Table 5.2. 
ii) The stiffening or unstiffening of the postbucklIng 
response is associated with the storage or release of 
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deformation energy in the mechanical devices A and Bi 
as the postbuckling deformation increases - see Section 
5.3.5e Subsection 2. 
5.3.6 CREEP EFFECTS ON PREBUCKLING BEHAVIOUR 
So far-the behaviour of the arch-model has been 
analysed assuming that the material is perfectly elastic-. 
Yet the stiffness of the concrete is significantly time- 
dependent. Due to the concrete creep the deformed state of- 
the arch-model subjected to a certain load psmaller than 
the elastic critical load pcr will change continuously in 
time and a corresponding variation of internal forces 
will take place simultaneously. As long as bounded creep 
tQ is assumed and no material failure is considered two 
situations can eventually arise: either the model reaches 
a critical state or the concrete creep reaches its final 
value while the model is still in a stable equilibrium 
position. The former case will occur when the load p, 
although smaller than the elastic pes, is larger than 
the critical load p,, r,, corresponding 
to the final creep 
TC, , whereas the latter case will occur when p< ptr 1j" 
Again no closed-form solution of the problem can be 
found when creep is also considered. Consequently an 
incremental approach has to be set up in order to 
deal with the effects of the corresponding creep 
increment on the equilibrium state. The development 
of such an approach is presented and discussed within 
this section. 
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a. Constitutive relationships 
The 'rate of creep' method 
)will 
be used to model 
the creep of concrete. Using the notation (5.3) and 
integrating eq. (2.39b) upon the cross-section at the 
joint i (Fig. 5.2 and 5.4) it follows that 
d_ dM ;+ ß"1'``P a`P (5-64) ý; Ky ý' 
where 
= variation of the creep coefficient of concrete 
dý = variation of the angular, displacement 
corresponding to 11 
dMý= variation of the bending moment corresponding 
to CU? 
If a small but finite creep increment is assumed 
egs. (5.64) yield 
NK 
" 4y (5.65) ~S 
'1. 
Analogous to eqs. (5.65) it follows for the 
horizontal force that 
bU +D" dý (5.66) 
where the same notation (5.3) has been used. 
Eqs. (5.65) and (5.66) are the governing relationships 
of joints Bi and of the device A, respectively, when a 
Footnote 
5) See Table 2.2. 
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concrete creep according to the 'rate of creep' method 
is considered. They replace egs. (5.3) which accounted 
for an elastic behaviour of concrete. 
In setting up egs. (5.65) and (5.66) the same creep 
increments &T has been assumed to occur in each bending 
joint Bi as well as in the axial device A(see Fig-5.2). 
Two consequences arise from using the form (2.39b) 
of the 'rate of creep' method rather than the form (2.39a): 
(i) The incremental approach is not sensitive to the 
shape of the creep curve, that is the same effects occur- 
for a certain AT no matter whether the time development 
of creep is given by the curve la or the curve lb from 
Fig-5.23. 
(ii) when the approach is used sequentially for a 
YOO2 = uz " Ay , 
the result for a smaller creep TMA = 'n. i " 
AT 
(with M., cn2 where nl, n2 are integers) arises as an 
intermediate step (see Fir, -5.23). 
Both the above points ti: ill prove advantageous later 
when the curves versus are computed. 
b. 'Exact' equilibrium equations 
Using egs. (5.3). and denotiný. the values of Mi and F 
at time . 
t=0 by Mio and Fý one can recast the equilibrium 
egs"(5.8) as 
fie. 5.67) T- 
'a, wjo 
In this form the elastic equilibrium equations 
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independent virtual displacements 
av (5.68) 
with ýO'k and ilk='1,2,3 (see Fig-5.4). 
The principle of virtual work can be used to analyse 
the effects of a creep-increment on an equilibrium state. 
Let us*consider that the equilibrium state of the 
arch-model corresponding to a creep T 
by the known internal forces M. , 
Ele 
deformations 0j. and U, given by Fig 
creep increases from y to y+dp the 
and deformations will be 
is characterised 
and the known 
. 5.24. As the 
new internal forces 
mý .4 , tf+&T 12: 
mit? 
ý: if ý AT = ! F,? .ý AF (5.69) 
ýý+ d, ý Ulf + AU 
If no variation of the load is assumed over the 
interval, the equilibrium of the deformed state correspon- 
ding to the tQ+bý can be written as 
aoy, " + ý; ý. 4., a (5.70) 
where the principle of virtual work has been used 
similarly to egs. (5.67). Thus the internal forces 
correspond to the final deformed state while the 
variation of deformations corresponding to the virtual 
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displacements CTAV are given by 
" eqs. (5.1.2) with 
I Ati=9; 
ý in eqs. 
Using egs. (5.69)' and eas. (5.65) and (5.66), 
egs. (5.70), yield 
< Atp 
anv~ + 
D" bU ev + 
ý 2C5.71) 
where, analogous to'eas. C5.6)1and (5.7), 
L, 
(5.72) 
Si w 81' 
ý? ý btQ ` 

















AU 2L 7 [c. *s 
Both equilibrium states corresponding to tý and to 
ý'+ btu are symmetric, 
By using the non-dimensional notation 
Footnote 
see Appendix V. 1 
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and the notation given by egs. (5.4), egs. (5.71) yield 
C` Aýi'N a 4` -ý- iG ýw 
öb`ý 
+ 
;, ö bvý 2lývý 
1. - 
___ + -ç; ) 'I, vj 





dM,;, - ýý " dý, ý - 
M,; ý - dý ý. ýt... 3 
(5.65a) 





=GiT+AGI iU-. -t, z 
Egs. (5.75) allow the Lv- to be computed in a similar. 
manner in, which the v.. i - displacements have been computed 
from egs. (5.8). Since the same approach as in Section 
5.3.3a is employed1an initial estimate of the solution 
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is required and the approximate form of egs. (5.75) 
presented in the next section can be used to provide it. 
-After-finding 
b"v. the internal forces and deformations 
corresponding to T+ Ate and necessary to start the next' 
step of analysis are found from eqs. (5.67a) with the 
help of eqs. (5.65a), (5.66a), (5.72) and (5.73). 
The initial values for the first creep-increment are 
the forces and displacements corresponding to the 
instantaneous loading and they are determined according 
to Section 5.3.3. 
Thus this step-by-step procedure provides the effects 
of concrete creep on the forces. and displacements of the 
arch-model when the load is constant. 
It is noteworthy that the form (5.70) of the equilibrium 
equation is virtually identical to the second variational 
principle derived by England (1968) for linear creep- 
elastic materials and continuous structures. According 
to this principle 
"J`4)cV -LPý"ýý ý =A (5.76) 
iý . 
where and Ftiý are the" stresses and strains associated 
with the state of equilibrium at a certain instant t, 
Pi., are the external forces on the structure and u 
are the displacements of the structure corresponding to 
P,, . 
'S. in eq. (5.76) stands for small variations and is 
therefore-analogous to"a' in egs. (5.70). 
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c. aApproximate'equilihrium equations 
In eqs. (5.70) 
, 
the displacements AU and DVý 
define the deformed state at the end of AT-increment 
about the. deformed state existing at the beginning 
(i. e. at the instant when the creep is (Q ). 
Egs. (5.70) written in terms of the internal forces 
and the displacements of equilibrium state at the end 
of the previous creep-increment (i. e. at the instant 
when the creep is ep ') yield 
M 2aß; aou* _ .Q (5.77) 
where ty, 
ý tU* and AVG are analogous to the above 
At) bU 
' 
Vi but define the deformed state at instant tQ 













eve - eve 
the following approximate form of egs. (5.77) arises 
M-4 as . 4-Fý 
äbvý -'? =0 ti, ýt4""' (5.79) 
Using now egs. (5.79) in egs. (5.71) it follows that 
vc, 
or, with the notation (5.4) and (5.74), 
+. öýva 2ýº 
. C. Is ... 
(5.80) 
Egs. (5.80) are re mark ably analoGous in mathematical 
form with the 'exact' equations (5.8) analysing the 
instantaneous elastic deformed state due to the same 
load p, but - 
i) the. geometry about which the displacements are 
measured in egs. (5.80) is the deformed state at instant 
rather than the undeformed and unloaded state as it is in 
egs. (5.8), 
ii) 'i"Atp is to be used in eqs. (5.80) rather than p 
in egs. (5.8). 
With just these differences the same technique can 
be used to solve both eqs. (5.80) and egs. (5.8). 
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Since eqs. (5.80) are an approximate form of egs. (5.75) 
due to assumptions (5.78), they are further used solely 
to provide the initial estimate of the solution 
For this aim the approximate solution of eqs. (5.80), that 
is the solution found analogous to Section 5.3.3, proved 
to be sufficient. 
However, in order to emphasise the implications of 
assumptions (5.78), a comparison between the accurate 
solutions of egs. (5.75) and (5.80) is presented and 
discussed in the next'section. - 
d. Discussion and conclusion 
When a 1st order theory is performed, that is the 
displacements of the arch-model-are assumed so small that 
the equilibrium and compatibility equations can be written 
about the undeformed state, egs. (5.78) become-true and 
hence egs. C5.80) are no longer approximate. In this case 
both eqs. (5.80) and eqs. (5.8) become algebraically 
linear and, according to the correspondence principle 
- see Flügge (1975)- it follows that 
v= vý (1 + 
ý., ý ° ýýe " Ci i- ý) ( 5.8iß 
u, ,t -= u., . 
Ql + W) 
Footnote 
A development of eqs. (5.81) and (5.82) based on the 




F, ý Fa 
(5.82) 
where the notation (5.74) have been used and the subscript 
'0' denotes the corresponding instantaneous values, i. e. 
at 9 =0. 
The larger is the creep, the larger are the . displace - 
ments and therefore the more significant, the effects of 
assumptions (5.78). In fact eqs. (5.78) are ? inconsistent 
with the large displacements since. it isynot possible for 
both egs. (5.70) and egs. (5.79) to be simultaneously 
satisfied. 
An idea of the effects of assumptions '(5.78)--'is given 
by comparing the results of using egs. (5.75) and (5.80) 
for a typical set of numerical data. 
Step-by-step analyses based on eqs-(5.75) and (5.80) 
have been carried out'-and'the accurate solutions of either 
set of equations have " been föünd for the. numerical data 
of the arch-model: 'from Fig-5.7 and p=0.19. The. results, 
are plotted`in Figs-5.26 and 5.27. 
Fig.. . 26 depicts the variation of displacements 
versus the creep characteristic tQ and Fig-5.27 depicts 
the variation of internal forces and versus the 
same tQ. 
The results of the 1st order analysis, that is 
according to eqs. (5.81) and (5.82), 
'-are 
also plotted 
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displacements provided by eqs. (5.8) at Y= 0. 
From Figs-5.26 and 5.27 it can be concluded that: 
i) the increase of creep has a similar effect as'the 
increase of load, that`is the displacenent, v2 increases 
while the displacement v1 decreases (see also Fig. 5.7), 
when the exact egs. (5.75) are used. 
ii) the results of eqs. (5.80) lie between the results 
provided by egs. (5.75) and those provided by the 1st 
order analysis. In other words this means that egs. (5.80) 
is less approximative than the 1st order analysis when 
larger displacements are involved. Nevertheless significant 
differences can arise from using the approximate eqs. 
(5.80) instead of the exact egs. (5"75). 
iii)' The sharp increase of v2o while is almost 
constant sugGests that the load p=0.19 is very close to 
the critical load producing snap-buckling at point B2 
and this will be confirmed later when the creep stability 
in analysed (see FiC. 5.35). 
iv) A creep 'increment &y=0-2 has been used for each 
step of analysis. In order to find out the sensitivity 
of the'results at the magnitude of the creep increment 
the curves corresponding to Aq=0.1 and to the solution 
of egs. (5.75) have also been plotted. It is found that 
no significant differences occur when a smaller creep 
increment than Ay=0-2 is considered. 
5.3. E CREEP EFFECTS ON STABILITY 
As the concrete creep increases and the loading is 
held constant the forces and displacements in the arch- 
t, 
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model increase too (see Figs-5.26 and 5.27) and the 
structure advances towards buckling. 
When the creep and the load are small, the final* 
deformed state (i. e. the state corresponding to T,, ) 
will be stable and the sole effect of concrete creep is 
to modify the values of fgrces and deformations of the 
structure. When large displacements are displayed these 
modifications are significantly larger. 
When either the creep or the load is large, a critical 
state can be attained before the concrete 
its final value and thus a creep buckling 
The more flexible is the structure (i. e. 
the displacements) the less are the value 
the creep buckling occurs. 
The effects of concrete creep on the 
creep reaches 
takes place. 
the larger are 
of p or p when 
critical load 
are analysed within this section and the dependence 
between the load t,,, and the creep T., is sought. This 
dependence will provide the boundary of the range of 
parameters p and tp under which no creep instability can 
occur. It can be regarded as supplying either the 
maximum load under which the arch-model displaying 
a certain creep 00 
is still stable or the maximum creep 
T'r? which can be allowed for the arch-model to be stable 
under a certain load.. p_ (Fig. 5.28). 
This critical boundary depends not only on the geometry, 
mechanics and loading of the arch-model 
!, but also on the 
Footnote 
by loading here it is meant the values of pl and p2 
in eqs. (5.4). 
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path p(tp), i. e. on the history of relative variation of 
t and tp , in view of the viscous behaviour of concrete. 
Two types of paths will be analysed below: 
i) a certain load .o is assumed to be applied 
instantaneously and held constant until a creep LP occurs. 
Then the extra load w1iich brings the model to a 
critical state is found (path (i) in Fig-5.29). The 
critical state is defined using the same dynamic criterion 
of stability as in Section 5.3.4, that is the deformed 
state at which small dynamic displacements applied 
instantaneously are no longer damped. This type of 
instability associated with the path (i) is further 
called 'elastic instability of the creeping structure. ' 
Path (i) models in fact the practical situation in 
which a structure sustains the dead load and a fraction 
of the live load for a certain period of time and then an 
instantaneous increase of the live load occurs. 
ii) the total load p is applied instantaneously and 
held constant and the lowest valuew of W is found for 
which 
o __. (5.83) 
that is the increase of one of the displacements V 
is practically indefinite relative to the corresponding 
increase in creep (path (ii) in Fig-5.29). This path 
models the practical situation when a structure sustains 
a constant load. The type of instability associated with 
this loading is further called 'creep instability. ' 
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Whereas for the 'elastic instability of creeping 
structure' the elastic stability criterion (5.23) is 
employed, for the 'creep instability' the stability 
criterion is given by eq. (5.83). 
a. Elastic Instability of the Creeping- Structure. 
When the load is applied according to path (i) from 
Fig-5.28 the equilibrium equations (5.8) become 
Uir 
tC. "Äli+, 1"ýd'4 + `(Fp+4C. "A. ü. 
>"ö&ll (5"84) 
ai; `"d, rj 
al]Yj 
tip's ... 3 
and egs. (5.31) become 
TAW 
_ 
22dß. N äý + ýý' - a, º aýý 
ýMý`P+ ' dýZ)14t 'a ý aaýe 
(Fý +k. ýwý 
a ýw 
+. (5.85) U%J, s 
7- 
k. 'mow ödu. 
. ýý . ý" -ý, _ ý... 3 'Ms 'owe 
where : 
dIT - is ' the' variation of the total potential energy 
when the model deforms from the state A to the 
state B (Fig-5.29) 
are the forces corresponding to the state A 
are the displacements corresponding to the state 
B and measured about the deformed state A. 
In writting the egs. (5.84) and (5.85) the same approach 
as for the elastic primary path has been used with the 
difference that the deformed state A has been considered 
as the initial state rather than the undeformed and 
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unloaded state. 
The deformed state A corresponding to p0 and tp 
is found by using the step-by-step procedure from the 
previous section. 
The critical value of t is, the,, lowest value of. 
for which the stability criterion (5.23) is no longer-, 
satisfied, where d is given by eq. (5.22) and are 
given by egs. (5.85). The bt; bu- and d7 displacements 
from egs. (5.85) are given by the solution of eqs. (5.84) 
and equations (5.6) and (5.7) with the alterations that 
dtV4 Au. and d replace w and v. , respectively, 
and that the ankles O should be considered rather than 
DCj'. With these differences a similar approach to that 
presented in Section 5.3.3 and Section 5'. 3.4 is employed. 
By varying ip , curve I'from Fig-5-30 can be plotted. 
This curve depicts the dependence on creep of the critical 
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At =0 the critical load is given by the elastic value 
Different curves I emerging from the same point 
Bo should arise for different values of p0. 
Curve I is depicted in Fig. 5.31 for the same 
numerical data as those from Fig. 5.6. For the sake of 
simplicity only the curves corresponding to the increments 
= 004 are plotted. The actual increase of by in 
carrying out the analysis has been Qq=0.1. Three levels 
of Po have been considered. The results depicted by 
Fig-5-31 are typical for the behaviour of the arch-model. 
The following conclusions can be drawn on curve I: 
i) it emerges from the point corresponding to the 
elastic critical load'ýcr 
ii) it is insignificantly dependent on the level of 
po. Differences between curves I corresponding to 
different p0 are larger for large creep values, but in 
that range curve I is no longer of practical interest 
as will be shown in the next section. 
iii) there is no significant drop in elastic critical 
load when the arch-model has previously crept under a 
lower sustained load. 
Yet in the next section it will be shown that the 
I 
concrete creep significantly affects the 'creep instability'. 
b. Creep Instability 
When the load is applied according to path (ii) from 
Fig. 5.29 the step-by-step procedure presented in Section 
5.3.6 can be employed. By increasing progressively-the 
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coefficient the corresponding, displacements 
(i=l.. 3) arise from solving egs. (5.75) and from 
(p 
To each value of pa certain value tp can be found 
which brings the arch-model to a critical state, i. e. at 
a deformed state for which an infinitely small increase 
in creep yields a very large increase of-one of the 
displacements vi such that condition , 
(5.83) is satisfied. 
A long-term snap-buckling occurs consequently. 
It is worth emphasising that due to the time-dependent 
behaviour of the material a non-conservative stability 
problem arises and, therefore, the stability criteria 
from Section 5.3.4 based on the energy principles are, no 
lonGer valid. Condition (5.83) is subsequently employed 
as criterion for creep instability. 
The effects of the progressive increase of concrete 
creep on the forces and,, displacements of an arch-model 
are depicted in Figs. 5.32 and 5.33. - The same numerical 
data as in Fig. 5.311ýhas been chosen. 
The variation of bending moments N1; ß ' versus 
the 
creep tQ is depicted in"Fig. 5.32 for different intensities 
of load-, p. It can' be seen that the larger is p the more 
dramatic, is the increase in M2. As a matter of fact in 
view of the relationship existing between moments and 
vertical displacements-the condition (5.83) can well be 
replaced by 
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The curves p versus T. and versus JzT 
are plotted in , 
Fig. 5.33. Each curve corres pond to a certain 
value of the final creep ip . It can be seen that only 
when the final creep exceeds a certain limit the condition 
(5.83) yields a lower critical load than the. -elastic one. 
The curve depicting the values corresponding to 
different p for the arch-model from Fig. 5.33 is. plotted 
in Fig-5-34. For convenience it is called curve II. 
Curve I associated with the 'elastic stability 'of creeping 
structure' is also depicted for compa. rison. 
The point of intersection between the curve II and 
the axis & =0 corresponds to the elastic snap-buckling 
of the arch-model. 
The curves from-Fig-5-33 are descendent beyond the 
snap-point but that portion cänn0t'be outlined by, the - 
approach described here. 
c: Discussion and conclusion 
The curves I and II from Fis'. 5.34'depicting the 
variation of the critical load with respect to the 
concrete creep are associated with the loading - paths 
(i) and (ii), respectively, from Fig. 5.29. 
In Figs. 5.35 and 5.36 the same curves are plotted for 
the numerical data of, the arch-models from Figs-5.7 and 
5.9, respectively. 
Curve i emerges from the point on the axis tp=0 
which corresponds to the elastic bifurcation of 
equilibrium, whereas curve II emerges from the point on 
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Since the lowest critical load matters from a 
practical point of view, it follows that the critical 
load is provided by curve I for T< T and by curve II 
for >Y 
The closer is the critical load corresponding to the 
elastic bifurcation to the critical load corresponding to 
the elastic snap-buckling, the smaller is the value of tP. 
in view of the sharper decay of curve II. As the 
instability of the arch-model analysed in Fig. 5.36 is 
due to a snap-buckling (see Figs-5.9 and 5.13) solely 
curve II is depicted, that is lPu 
Generally the more non-linear is the behaviour of an 
arch-modelthe more significant is the decay of curve I and 
the more sensitive this curve is to the intensity of the 
sustained load po. On the other hand, in view of the same 
non-linearity the critical load corresponding to the 
snap-buckling is closer to p., and consequently curve II 
emerges from a lower point ( i. e. tP is smaller). 
The latter effect of the non-linear behaviour largely 
compensates for its former effect. In fact, since the 
initial portion curve I is insignificantly affected by 
non-linearity, it follows that curve I can well be 
approximated by a horizontal straight line emerging 
from PW. N 
Throughout this section the creep 'p is used as 
independent variable describing the viscous behaviour- 
of concrete. Nevertheless a critical time can be always 
associated with each Yew so long as the creep curve is 
known. 
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5.4 CORRESPONDENCE WITH ACTUAL ARCH-STRUCTURES 
The mechanical arch-models are, in fact, approximations 
of , actual arch-structures. 
The approximation is mainly 
because in an actual arch the bending and axial deformations 
are continuously distributed throughout its length, whereas 
in a mechanical model,, they are concentrated in discrete 
cross-sections, linked'by non-deformable-members.. In the 
arch-model from Fig. 5.2 for instance, the bending rotations 
are concentrated in the joints Bi and the axial deformations 
are concentrated in the device A(i. e. the deformation U 
of the device A is associated with the axial deformation 
of an actual arch) so that the actual deformed state in 
Fig. 5.37tris approximated by the deformed state plotted by 
the broken line. 
One consequence of using the arch-model is that the 
load is also considered concentrated rather than distrib- 
uted along the arch as is usually the case. Another 
consequence of using the arch-model is that the curved 
axis of the actual arch is replaced 
by a, folded line 
-although this should have little effect when a model 
with as many asthree degrees-of-freedom is employed. 
Within this section the relationships between the 
characteristic values of the arch-model from Fig. 5.2 
and their correspondents in an actual arch are derived. 
Then a'comparison is carried out between the elastic 
critical loads resulting from existing closed-form 
solutions for some particular arch-structures and 
from the elastic analysis of the corresponding arch-mödel. 
.`. 
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Finally possibilities of improving the arch-model in order 
to approximate better the actual structures are presented 
and discussed. 
5.4.1 MECHANICAL cAND-,. LOADING=PARAMETERS.,. _ Y.. ..., 
The correspondence between the arch-model from Fig. 5.2 
and the double-hinged supported arch from Fig-5., 38a is 
presented below. 
The change in`the total potential="energy when the 
elastic arch is loaded is 
42 
ýý =2M ýi ýs + c. osA u dnc -ý 
JQv dx (5.86) 
44-4 
where M9 Ny- are the forces in arch 
V is the vertical displacement of the arch 
ly 
L)* 
are the angular and axial deformations of 
the cross-section (see Fig. 5.38b) 
defines the load variation (e=1 when the 
load is uniformly distributed 
p is. the factor of proportionality of-loading. 
On account of elastic-behaviour 
M 
cd. ea = F_ A U* 
(5.87) 
where I* and A2k are the second order moment and the 
area of the-cross-section. 
The superscript '*' indicates a value associated 
with the actual arch. All these values vary-from one 
cross-section to another., 
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with a discrete arch-model one assumes that the forces 
and the stiffness characteristics are replaced by their 
mean values along a segment aibi (see Fig. 5.39a). Thus if 
i) Mi is the mean value of the bending moments Mý 
between a and bi 
ii) F is'the mean value of N* cos6Y` between Hl and H2 
iii) Ii is the mean value of I2k between ai and bi 
iv) A is the mean value of A* between Hi and H2 
v) Vi is-the mean value of VY- between ai and bi, 
eq. (5.86) can be recast as 
') 
6 411 b 
M. "T 
*j. 
% +2U dx -ý ý" 
Q (5-88) 1 1L . L. 4 tiý1 
0-4 144 CLI, 
and eq. (5.87) can be written as 
°`"44,, (5.89) 
_AU 
Introducing the notation 
Footnote 
Eq. (5.88) assumes that the bending potential energy of 
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442. 
U=u CL% (5.90) 
b" 
0. y 
eq. (5.88) yields 
ate -2 ýý`ý; 2ý" -'ýýP" (5.91) 




It can be seen that eqs. (5.91) and (5.92) are 
identical with eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), respectively, where 
L (5.93) 
In other words, egs. (5. q1) and (5.92) show that an 
actual arch such asa: that in Fig. 5.399a can be replaced 
approximately by an arch-model like that in Fig-5.2 by 
using the above assumptions (i)... (v) and the stiffnesses 
(5.93). . 
The forces Mi and F of the arch-model will represent 
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the mean-values of the actual bending moments and 
axial forces of the continuous arch while the displacements 
lylý and U of the arch-model will represent the sums 
of the actual angular and axial deformations over 
lengths equal to aibi and HlH2 respectively. 
The closer are the constant values Mi. and Ii to the 
actual variations of M and I along the segment aibi and 
the closer are the constant values F and A to the actual. 
variations of lit cos Q and At along the arch length 
H1H21 the less approximate are the results provided by 
the arch-model., 
For instance, two Tip' - diagrams which are fairly well 
approximated by constant values of Mi are plotted in Figs. 
5.39b and c. 
The mechanical parameters ci and 1: and the loading 
parameters p and pifrom egs(5.4) can be associated with 
their corresponding parameters of the actual arch by 
using eqs. (5.90) and (5.93). The parameter p has the 
same meaning as in Fig. 5.38, whereas 
4 
Aß'1. (Ll' 3 (5.95) 
1 "'1 
b 
p: L L1 
0. y 
In eqs. (5.95) ý, is the slenderness of the arch 




while, for the arch-model from Fig. 5.2, 
0.25 (5-97) 2. ýcoseCý }eoso(, 1ý 
i) Constant load If-the load is uniformly distributed 
Qý =1 and 
E=y 
(5.98) 
ii) Arch with a constant, rectangular cross-section 
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Table 5.3 gives the k-values when X= 10.... 100 
and when ß corresponds to f/i = 1/8... 1/13 with al/a2 
=3 (see Fig-5.4). 
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Table 5.3 
Numerical values of k associated with the practical range 
of ). and P. 
ý=1/h 
k when 
ß=0.26 p=0.256 ß=0.254 ß=0.25 
(f11=1/8) (i11=1/10) (f/1=1)! 13.3) 
10 21 20 20 19 
20 84 81 79 75 
30 185.5 178_ 174 166 
40 336 322 315 300 
50 525 504 492 469 
60 756 72.6 7,08 675 
73 1119 1074' 1049 1000 
100 2100 2016 1968 1877 
The non-dimensional parametersyn and m defined in eq. (1}. 31) 
can be computed for the arch-model so that 
ý, 1ýýý 121: (pý`) 
'ºn; 
M~ M ý` ti e 2,3 6tý. ý 12 ýc (. ' 
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In egs. (5.101) 
° f'c is the concrete strength in compression 
EC is the modulus of elasticity of concrete 
M=c according to eqs. (5.74) and (5.3) 
Ný is the non-dimensional axial force in member 
of the arch-model 
Mi is the bending moment in joint'Bi 
Nj is the axial force in member 
where Nj can be computed using the equilibrium of 
internal forces at the joint'Bi-(see r1g. 5.40), and 
Nýý 
Lý Ný ýtt2 
(5.102) 
L 
5.1 .2 COMPARISON WITH CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS 
A comparison of the elastic critical loads and of 
modes of buckling obtained from known closed-form 
solutions and from the present arch-model is presented. 
Two buckling problems we considered for which closed- 
form solutions are provided by Timoshenko and Gere (1961): 
i) the buckling of double and triple hinged arches 
having a negligible axial deformability. 
ii) the buckling of a double hinged arch when the 
initial shape is very flat (f/l very small) 
In both cases a constant transverse load, a circular 
arch and a uniform cross-section are assumed. 
It is worth emphasising that the mechanical arch-models 
have been devised chiefly in order to analyse the post- 
buckling behaviour. Nevertheless the present comparison 
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will prove that the three degree-of-freedom model from 
Fig-5.2 yields elastic critical loads which are in fairly 
good agreement with those provided by closed-form 
solutions and indicates the same mode of buckling as 
the analytic procedures. 
Since the mechanical models with less degrees of 
freedom than three are not able to outline all the possible 
modes of buckling associated with an actual arch, it 
follows that the three degree-of-freedom arch-model 
provides the simplest approach to the analysis of actual 
arches having the flexibility continuously distributed 
alon- their length. 
These facts suggest that the arch-model could be used 
to analyse approximately the buckling of actual arch- 
structures for which closed-form solutions cannot be 
found in view of the mathematical difficulties. 
a. Buckling of circular arches with inextensible axis 
Due to the assumption of inextensibility, the work done 
by the axialforces is neglected when the closed-form 
solution is computed and this weakness of the theoretical 
approach is required in order to simplify the mathematical 
solution. 
When the arch-model from Fig. 5.2 is employed, it is 
not possible to consider an infinite axial stiffness since 
Footnote 
. *) see Timoshenko and 
Gere (1961) pp. 297-302* 
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that mean$.. k=°° from the second of equations (5.95). 
Nevertheless choosing a large value for k (i. e. a large 
slenderness X ), the effects of the axial shortening are 
much smaller than those of the bending rotations and 
hence a situation close to that assumed by the theoretical 
solution should arise. 
The results of the numerical analysis are compared 
in Table 5.4. The instability of the arch-model is due 
to the same mode of buckling as that provided by the 
closed-form solution. 
The value k=1000 corresponds to a slenderness X'-=40 
for the range of f/1=1/10... 1/15 (see Table 5.3). 
The agreement of the elastic critical loads from 
Table 5.4 is fairly good except for the triple-hinged arch. 
The large difference recorded with this arch is due to the 
fact that the bending diagram of the triple-hinged arch 
cannot be properly approximated by the discrete moments 
vii in the arch-model (see discussion from Section 5.4.1 
associated with Fig. 5.39). In all cases the critical 
loads provided by the arch-model are smaller than those 
supplied by the closed-form solutions and this is 
partially due to the effect of, axial deformability in 
the arch-model analysis. 
b. Buckling of a very flat curved bar 
The results provided by the arch-model and by a 
closed-form solution are compared for a double hinged 
Footnote 





-: Type of arch f Numerical data 
) Critical load (- 
and 
buckling mode 041 01-2 ace. 
to ace. to 
(rad) (rad) c k Timoshenko arch- 
and Gere model 
9 
4 
15 0.2 0.067 18.8 16.2 
1 1 
0.225 0.075 1 1000 22.6 18.2 
bý.. ýtclý. wg ++wdý ý 
0.3 0.1 28.6 23.6 
-ftwow 
0.3 0.1 0 1000 23.4 15.8 
40 
. 
bý. ý. »q , Rºoaý. _ 
9 
C; XcLao r axis 
$t, \L- 
05 2 
. OG, =9 bCa, 
Fig. 5.41 
3.6 
circular bar having a uniform cross-section and 
t= (a = G. 1334 rad in Fig-5.41) 30 
= 40 
From Fig-5.41 it arises that 
o(, ý _-0.4 ra. 
d,. 
oCz, =4=0.0'J3 ro. d. 
With these numerical values and 
k= 12 ý2 3= 300 
c=1.0 
Pl = P2 = 1.0 
the arch-model analysis yields 
01ý G. '6 0 
whereas the closed-form solution yields 
i= -+. -4 15 Er C. r F 
.. ý . 
In both analyses the mode of buckling is a general 
snap, that is a simultaneous snap-buckling of joints 
Bi, i-1.. 3. 
5.4.3 LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES OF INPROVENENT. 
When compared with a continuous, reinforcement 
concrete arch, two classes of approximations are 
associated with the solution presented in Section 
5.3 for the arch model from Fig-5.2: 
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i) approximations arising from the fact that the 
continuously deformable arch-structure is replaced by 
a discretely deformable arch-model, and 
ii) approximations related to the idealisation of 
the material behaviour. 
The first class of approximations has been presented 
and discussed within Section 5.4.1. It has shown that 
when a discrete arch-model as that in Fig. 5. l is employed 
to approximate a continuously deformable arch, the 
following approximations are introduced (see Figs. 5.4, 
5.38 and 5.39a); 
- the bending rotation 4. of the joint Bi represents 
the sum of the angular deformations tja of all cross- 
sections of the actual arch between ai and bi 
- the bending moment Iil in the joint Bi represents the 
mean value of the bending moments M11- in the actual arch 
between ai and bi 
- the bending stiffness of the joint Bi represents the 
mean value of the bending stiffnesses of all cross- 
sections of the actual arch between ai and bi 
- the axial displacement U of the device A represents 
the sum of the horizontal deformations U of all the 
cross-sections of the actual arch, i. e. between H1 and H2 
- the axial force F in the device A represents the mean 
value of the horizontal projection N COS IG * of all the 
axial forces N* in the actual arch, i. e. between H1 and H2 
- the axial stiffness of the device A represents the 
mean value of the axial stiffness of all cross-sections 
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of actual arch, i. e. between Hl and H2 
- the curved axis of the actual arch is replaced by 
ä folded axis and the angles al and a2 are computed to 
ensure a good agreement of the two axes 
- the commonly uniform load q between ai and bi is 1 
replaced by its resultant and--the force is applied at 
joint Bi; only vertical loads are considered. 
- the loading and deformability. of the actual arch 
between Hl and al and between b3 and H2 are neglected. 
The increase of the number of joints, B1 will improve 
the approximations associated with the bending stiffness 
but will have'-no impact on the approximations related to 
the axial stiffness. 
A consequence of this rougher approximation of axial 
deformability of the actual arch will be that modes of 
buckling and secondary paths associated with local 
instability, like that plotted in Fig. 5.42, will not be 
properly emphasised by the arch-model. Nevertheless 
local buckling is more common with shells than it is 
with arches.; -. 
A possibility of improving this deficiency of the 
arch-model is to attach an axial device to each non- 
deformäble member so that each joint ABi in Fig. 5.43 
will be similar to the device Bi in Fig-5-3 but at-the 
same time will partially restrain the axial displacement. 
It is noteworthy that the increase of the number of 
degrees-of-freedom should not affect significantly the 














in Section 5.3, but can increase significantly the 
mathematical difficulties associated with the 'approximate' 
solution. 
The above class (ii) of approximations is connected 
with the assumptions relative to the material behaviour 
and presented in Section 5.3.2. An ideal viscoelastic 
behaviour has been considered in Section 5.3 when the 
arch-model is analysed the ore tically and this idealisation 
is necessary if only to keep simple the mathematical 
approach associated with the arch stability and large 
displacements. " In view of the complex structural behaviour 
it is no lonGer possible to consider the actual behaviour- 
of the reinforced. concrete, as it was when the column was 
analysed in chapter 4. 
Among the assumptions relative to the material some 
are less significant. For instance, regarding reinforced 
concrete it is commonly assumed that the elastic modulus 
and creep characteristic of concrete are constant and 
equal in compression and tension (assumptions (iii) and 
(iv) from Section 5.3.2). Also due to the lack of 
consistent information about the non-linearity of the 
creep for a highly stressed concrete it is still 
acceptable to assume that the creep deformations are 
proportional to the instantaneous deformations up to 
failurel)(assumption (ii) from Section 5.3.2). 
Nevertheless other assumptions may significantly 
Footnote 
*)This aspect is discussed earlier in Section 4.3.2d. 
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affect the solution. In this respect the most important 
assumptions are (i), (v) and (vii) from Section 5.3.2. 
Thus the plasticity and the cracking of a reinforced 
concrete cross-section significantly affect its stiffness, 
whereas a material failure can well precede the buckling. 
The effects of the plasticity and cracking on the 
stiffness can be grossly taken into account by using 
simplified bending-moment/curvature curves based on 
those presented in chapter 4. 
The smaller are the bending moments relative to the 
axial force, the less significant are the effects of 
plasticity and cracking (see Fias. 4.32.. 4.34). Yet the 
attainment of the plastic range in any of the joints Bi 
can crucially affect the non-linear behaviour of the 
model and therefore the final solution. 
As to whether. the material failure precedes or not 
the structural buckling a further discussion is presented 
later in Section 6.2. 
5.5 NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS. CCIICLUSIONS 
The elastic pre-buckling and post-buckling behaviour 
as well as the visco-elastic pre-buckling and buckling 
behaviour of the arch-model from Fig. 5.2 have been _ 
analysed for the sets of numerical-data given in Table 5.5. 
The geometry of the arch-model (i. e. the angle ai and 
a2) has been-chosen-to correspondSto a funicular polygon 
for a uniform loading (i. e. pl = p2 = 1). It arises from 
this condition that 
al = 3a2 
The following structural parameters have been varied: 
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_ 
SC P. Oct 4- Siºý. at. 
- C-01. _Oci _f ýsý1 " 
The smaller f/1, the more 
shallow the arch iss 
-k The smaller k is, the more slender the arch. 
-c When c=1 the arch has a uniform cross-section, 
whereas when c=0.5 the arch has a smaller bending 
stiffness at the apex. 
- pl and p2s When pl=p2 the loading is uniform, when 
p2 pl the load is larger at the apex, and 
when p2 < pl the load is smaller at the apex. 
Table 5.5 
f/1 (r d) (rid) k c pl: p2 
1000 1.0 
1/8 0.365 0.123 400 1: 1 
1000 0.5 
lcoc_ 1.0 1: 1 
-400 
1: 1 
1/10 0.3 0.1 1000 0.5 1: a7 
0.7: 1 
1000 1.0 
0.225 0.075 400 1: 1 
1000 0.5 
1/13.3 1000 




No more graphs depicting the results of these 
numerical applications aregiven here since they are 
similar to those already plotted in Figs. 5.6... 5.9, 
5.11... 513,5.18,5.19 and 5.32... 5.36. 
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The following conclusions can be drawn from these 
numerical analyses: 
i) the non-linear behaviour, which is associated with 
the occurence of large displacements, is affected by all 
structural parameters: the smaller is the rise f or the 
more slender is the arch or the less stiff is the cross- 
section at the apex or the farther is the funictLar polygon 
from the. arch geometry, the more significantly non-linear 
is the overall behaviour of the arch-model both under 
instantaneous and under sustained-loading. 
ii) -the more non-linear is the arch behaviour, the 
more significant are the differences between ;; he results 
arising from the 'exact' and the 'approximate' formulations 
of the arch-model. 
iii) when the elastic bucklinG is due to a bifurcation 
of equilibrium which precedes a snap-buckling, then the 
more significant the non-linearity, the closer the load 
Psnapis to pcr, where Psnap corresponds to the snap- 
buckling and pcr corresponds to the bifurcation. 
iv) the closer Psnap is to pcr, the smaller is Y lim 
or, in other words, the more significant is the decay 
of the critical load due to the concrete creep 
v) a smaller effect of the creep on the critical load 
is recorded than that given by the formula 
Footnote 
This approximate formula is used in design to account for 
the reduction of critical load due to creep. It provides a 
creep-dependent critical load which is similar to the elastic 
critical load, but the modulus of elasticity is reduced to 




l 'ar ýQ 
and pcx, el should 
be taken to be equal with pynap rather 
than with pcr Nevertheless no certain conclusion can be 
drawn in this latter respect as long as the actual 
behaviour of the reinforced concrete and the possibility 
of a material failure, which may precede the buckling, 
are not considered properly. More experimental work must 
be carried out and models able to account accurately for 
the actual structural and material behaviour must be 
devised before a positive conclusion could be achieved. 
5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A three degree-of-freedor arch-model is presented in 
the present chapter and its elastic behaviour under 
instantaneous loading as well as the effects of concrete 
creep when the load is sustained are analysed. 
1. Theoretical approaches to analyse the arch-model 
behaviour under load when large displacements are involved 
are presented in Section 5.3. The pre-bucklinS behaviour 
and the stability are analysed for bosh instantaneous 
and sustained loading, whereas the postcritical behaviour 
is investigated solely for instantaneous loading. 
In each situation a so-called 'exact' solution as 
well as 'approximate' solutions are presented. 
The 'exact' solution arises from an analysis in 
which only the assumptions from Section 5.3. g are 
employed. Due to the large displacements the final 
coupled equations are non-linear. Astandard subroutine 
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based on the Powell's procedure is used to provide the 
'exact' solution of the non-linear coupled equations. 
In order to use this subroutine an initial estimate of 
the solution is required and an 'approximate' solution is 
always computed with this aim. Approximations can be 
used to reduce these non-linear equations to a sequence' 
of-linear coupled equations by using truncated Taylor's 
expansions of the 'exact' equations and the perturbation. 
technique., These latter solutions are called 'approximate'. 
Different 'approximate' solutions arise for different 
perturbation parameters and their accuracy is dependent 
on the significance of the truncations of various 
expansions and on the choice of the perturbation parameter. 
A comparison between the 'exact' and 'approximate' 
solutions of the primary path and stability criteria is 
presented and it is concluded that the larger are the 
displacements, the more significantly different are these 
solutions so that the approaches yielding the 'exact' 
solution are employed eventually. 
The main conclusions of Section 5.3 are: 
i) Amon' the five necessary and sufficient conditions 
(5.16a), which ensure that the elastic equilibrium of the 
symmetric arch-model is stable the last condition (i. e. A> 0) 
is solely sufficient to. ensure elastic stability. In 
other words none of the other conditions (5.16a) can be 
violated at a load lower than the critical load supplied 
by A= o. 
Simultaneously with Li=O one or a group of the 
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left-hand sides of conditions (5.16a) reach also their 
zeros and, in fact, the violations of these latter 
conditions are mathematically responsible for &=0. - 
Moreover, it is shown that a certain mode of buckling 
(i. e. snap-buckling, antisymmetric or symmetric bucklings) 
is associated with each specific violation of conditions 
(5.16a). 
These results achieved for the three degree-of-freedom 
arch-model, are proved to be true also for the one and 
two degree-of-freedom arch-models and thus suggest that 
they might be valid for models having more degrees of 
freedom. 
ii) Both stiffening and unstiffening of the post- 
criticä1 elastic behaviour have been recorded with the 
three decree-of-freedom arch-model depending on the 
specific mode of buckling and on the configuration of 
the critical deformed state. This latter factor is shown 
in Section 5.5 to depend on structural parameters such as 
the shallowness and the slenderness of the arch-model, 
and the position of the funicular polygon of loads 
relative to the initial geometry of the arch-model. 
Some general features of the initial geometry of the 
elastic post-buckling path are emphasised. 
iii) A step-by-step procedure based, on the principle 
of virtual work is developed to account for the effects 
of concrete creep. The 'rate of creep' method is employed 
to model the creep-dependent behaviour of concrete but 
no difficulty would arise if any other method were used 
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1 
in view of the numerical approach. 
iv) the creep effects on the stability of the arch- 
model are studied by considering both (1) the elastic 
stability of the model which has previously, crept under 
a sustained, intermediate load (see Section 5.3.7a) and 
(2) creep stability, that is the indefinite increase of 
a creep-dependent displacement relative to the increase 
of creep when the model sustains a constant load (see 
Section 5.3.7b). Consequently, two curves depicting the 
relationship between the critical load and the concrete 
creep arise and they are called curve I and curve II, 
respectively in Figs 5.34... 5.36. 
At Y= 0 (i. e. when only the elastic stability under 
an instantaneous loading is considered) curve I corresponds 
to the elastic critical load, whereas curve II-corresponds 
to the load associated with snap-buckling. Thus: 
- when the elastic instability of the slender arch is 
due to a snap-buckling, the starting points of curve I and 
II are coincident (see Fig. 5.36) 
- when the elastic instability of the slender arch is 
due to a bifurcation of equilibrium, the starting point 
of'curve I is below that of curve II (see Figs. 5.34 and 
5.35). 
Since curve I decays almost negligibly as t increases, 
this curve is of practical interest only in the latter 
case. Even then, however, curve I provides the critical 
load only for q lý When tP > cP , the creep- 
dependent critical load of the slender arch is associated 
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with curve II (see Figs-5.34 and 5.35). 
The closer the starting point of curve II is to that 
of curve I or, in other words, the more non-linear the 
elastic primary path is, the smaller is INZIVI . 
It is therefore apparent that the more non-linear 
the pre-buckling behaviour is (i. e. the larger the 
transverse' displacements are), the'more the creep 
diminishes the-critical load of the slender arch. 
In fact the above effects of creep on the stability of 
a slender arch can be summarised as follows: 
a. So long as the slender arch does not display large 
displacements, the creep-affects its critical load very 
little. This situation occurs when the elastic primary 
path is fairly linear up to the buckling point and when 
the creep coefficient is "relatively small (i. e. 
b. If the creep of concrete is important or if the 
structure exhibits large transverse displacements under 
instantaneous loading, the'critical load of the slender 
arch is significantly diminished by the concrete creep. 
The larger the transverse displacements are the more 
damaging the creep effects. 
Footnote 
In Section 5.5 it has been shown that the arch exhibits 
larger transverse displacements when: the slenderness \ is 
larger, the shallowness f/l is smaller,, the arch is more 
flexihle at apex , 
the arch axis differs more from the . 
funicula' polygon. 
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2. The correspondence existing between the arch-model 
and an actual arch is analysed within Section 5.4. It is 
shown that the arch-model approximates the actual arch by 
i) considering as forces (Mi or F in the devices Bi or 
A, respectively) and as stiffnesses (bending or axial, 
respectively) the mean values of the corresponding forces 
and stiffenesses in the actual arch. 
ii) considering as displacements (angular or linear in. 
the devices Bi or A, respectively) the sum of the 
corresponding deformations (bending or axial, respectively) 
of the-actual arch. 
iii) both the mean values and the summations are 
considered over an arch-length equal with the distance 
aibi for a device Bi and equal with the whole length 
H1H2 for the device A (see Fig. 5.39a). 
Using this correspondence a comparison between closed- 
form solutions available for two particular types of arches 
and results of the arch-model analysis is performed in 
Section 5.4.2. It is shown that the arch-model provides 
critical loads on the conservative side and with a fairly 
good approximation. The same mode of buckling is displayed 
by both analyses. This suggests that the arch-model can 
be used to analyse approximately arches for which no 
closed-form solution is available. 
The limitations arising from using the arch-model from 
Fig-5.2 in analysing actual structures are discussed in 
Section 5.4.3. Possibilities of improving both the arch- 
model and the assumptions are presented. 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUDING REMARKS CONCERNING THE ANALYSES OF 
N SLENDER BEAM-COLUMNS AND ARCHES 
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A theoretical investigation has been carried out 
into the creep'effects on two slender reinforced concrete 
structures. 
i) One is a slender beam-column subject to combined 
axial load and bending moment, where the latter can be 
due to either an accidental out-of-straightness of the 
geometric axis or to a transverse loading. 
ii) The other is a slender arch subject to gravitational, 
transverse loads. 
Both the effects of structural slenderness, when the 
loading is instantaneous, and the combined effects of 
structural slenderness and concrete creep, when the loading 
is constant and sustained, are taken into consideration. 
The analysis of the slender arch is mathematically 
more complex than that of a slender beam-column chiefly 
because the former has a more complex structural behaviour 
and can exhibit larger displacements at the critical 
state. Consequently different simplifications (that is 
different degrees of accuracy) have been used in 
performing the two analyses. Thus 
- regarding the slender beam-column (chapter-4), the 
behaviour of both materials (concrete and reinforcement) 
is modelled as accurately as possible and no significant 
simplifications are associated with the structural 
analysis. The ultimate capacity is investigated in 
conjunction with both the material failure and the 
structural instability. 
- regarding the slender arch (chapter 5), important 
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simplifications are-employed with respect to both the 
material and the structural behaviour; thus a perfectly 
visco-elastic response is assumed to govern the material 
behaviour, while the structural analysis is carried out 
with the help of a three degree-of-freedom model. Only 
the ultimate capacity associated with the structural 
instability is investigated.; 
In view of these differences in performing the 
analyses of the beam-column and of the arch, two matters 
are further discussed below in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, 
respectively: 
-1. What are the-similarities and the differences 
between the effects of concrete creep on'the behaviour of 
slender beam-columns and that of slender arches? 
- 2. Is, it correct to assume thatýthe ultimate capacity 
of slender'arches can be associated with creep buckling 
or, in view of the large displacements exhibited by the 
structure and of the limited capability of deformation 
of concrete, w I-eultimate capacity of the slender arch 
always exceeded-through material failure before the 
buckling could be attained? 
Then the underlying conclusions of the analyses of 
slender reinforced concrete beam-columns and arches are 
presented in Section 6.3 and suggestions for further 
research are given in Section 6.4. - 
6.1 EFFECTS OF CONCRETE CREEP 
Due to the concrete creep two effects take place in 
a reinforced concrete cross-section: 
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i) stresses are redistributed from concrete to the 
restraining reinforcement 
ii) the axial and rotational deformations of the cross- , 
section are increased 
The effect (i) means in most cases an unloading of 
the concrete with a corresponding loading of the 
reinforcement. Consequently: 
- firstly, the effect(ii) is smaller than if the 
. concrete creep were unrestrained. When a consistent 
analysis as that. from chapter 4 is difficult, to perform, 
this aspect is'considered globally. by using a reduced 
creep function T of concrete. 
- secondly, it may be possible in certain circumstances 
(i. e. when the instantaneous failure of the cross-section 
is due to either the tension reinforcement attaining its 
limit strain or the compression concrete attaining its 
limit strain while the compression reinforcement yields 
and the tension reinforcement is still below the yielding 
stress) that a creep-dependent reduction of the load- 
bearinG capacity of the cross-section occurs. Nevertheless 
this reduction is small so that the same interaction- 
diagram can be practically assumed for a cross-section 
no matter whether the loading is instantaneous or 
sustained. 
The effect (ii) becomes significant when the structure 
is-slender. Then, the creep-dependent increase in the 
structural deformab. ility induces a corresponding increase 
in the internal forces which additionally increase the 
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deformations and so on. Consequently the'ultimate capacity 
of the structure (either material failure or instability) 
is substantially reduced. 
The combined effect of structural slenderness and 
concrete creep on the ultimate capacity of a reinforced 
concrete slender structure can be analysed as depicted in 
Fig. 6.1. The principle of the analysis is the same no 
matter whether a slender beam-column or a slender arch 
or any other slender structure is considered. Thus: 
1. the interaction- diagram is associated with the 
ultimate capacity (material failure) of the critical 
cross-section 
? 
As already mentioned this interaction- 
diagram can be considered creep-independent. 
2. the curves OA, OA' or OA" are associated with the 
response of the structure to loading, "i. e. they depict 
the relationshir between the actual axial force and the 
bending moment of the critical cross-section for various 
intensities of the load. This response is given by: 
- the straight line OA when the structure is not slender- 
()=0) and the loading is either instantaneous (t =0) or 
sustained (T > 0). 
- the curve OA' when the structure is slender 
(X 0) 
and the loading is instantaneous (p =0) 
- the curve OA" when-the structure is slender 
(, >0) and 
Footnote 
i. e. that cross-section of 'the structure where the 
largest forces occur 
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the loading is constant and sustained ('f > 0). 
The larger is X, the farther is the curve OA' from 
the straight line OA. The larger is X or ip , the farther 
is the curve OA" from the curve OA'. However the 
derivation of curves OA' and OA II depends on whether a 
slender beam-column or a slender arch is considered. Thus: 
2a. when the slender beam-column is considered, only 
the bending moment is increased by slenderness and creep.. 
For a certain load the axial force is the same while 
additional moments amp or dºm. ýý will occur as the 
loading-is instantaneous or sustained, respectively (see 
Fig. 6.2a). 
2b. when the slender arch is considered, both the axial 
force and the bending moments can increase so that 
additional A%. and dm, or Att,,,, and drn,,, will occur as the 
loading is instantaneous or sustained (FiG. 6.2b). 
With only these differences, the ultimate capacity of 
either the slender beam-columns or the slender arches 
can be performed by using the graphs plotted in Fi". 6.1. 
The critical load k) will correspond to a point B' on 
the curve OA' or B" on the curve OA" as the elastic 
buckling or-the creep-dependent buckling, respectively, 
are considered (see Fig. 6.3). 
Footnote 
i. e. the lowest intensity of load associated with the 
instability of the slender structure. 
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a. SLENDER BEAM- COLUM 4 
35? 
As the points B' or B" are inside or outside the 
interaction-diagram, the ultimate capacity of the slender. 
structure is associated with either structural stability 
or material failure, respectively. Thus: 
- when the loading is instantaneous and B' is outside 
the interaction-diagram the maximum instantaneous load 
which the structure can bear is associated with the 
material failure, i. e. with the load pu (Fiß. 6.3a)"'*) 
- when the loading is instantaneous and B' is inside 
the interaction-diagram the maximum instantaneous load 
which the structure can bear is associated with the elastic 
critical load p,,, (Fig. 6.3b) 
- when the loading is constant and sustained and B" 
is outside the interaction-diagram, the ultimate capacity 
of the structure is associated with a creep-dependent 
material failure, i. e. with the sustained load puT 
(Fig. 6.3a). 
- when the loadinG is constant and sustained and B" is 
inside the interaction-diaGram, the ultimate capacity of 
the structure is associated with the creep-buckling, i. e. 
with the load por T 
(Fig. 6.3b). 
Considering the above mentioned aspects, the effects 
of concrete creep on the ultimate capacity of a slender 
Footnote 
kk) Here the load p denotes (see also Fig. 6.2): 
n- according to eq. (4.31), p. 96, when the slender 
beam-column is analysed 
according to eq. (5.1), p. 226, when the slender 
arch is analysed. 
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beam-column or a slender arch can be summarised as: 
When the ultimate capacity is due to a material failure 
(Fig. 6.3a) the concrete creep always diminishes the load 
(i. e. p< pu). Indeed it is apparent from Fig. 6.2 that 
no matter whether a slender beam-column or a slender arch 
is considered, the curve OA" always attains the interaction- 
diagram at a lower load than the curve OA' does. The larger 
is tf , the smaller is pu, compared to pu 
(Pig. 6.3a). 
ifhen the ultimate capacity is due to st_uctural instability 
(Fig. 6.3b) the effects of creep are more complex. Thus: 
I. Regarding the slender beam-column, it has been shown 
in chapter 4 that the larger is If, the smaller, is pcr 
when compared with pcr. 
II. Regarding the slender arch it has been shown in 
chapter 5 that (see Section 5.3.7): 
IIa. when the elastic instability of the slender arch 
is due to a snap-buckling, the larger is tQ , the smaller 
is perte when compared with pCr. 
The similarity between the situations I and IIa is 
not incidental. Indeed, in both situations the structural 
instability is associated with a vanishing stiffness, in 
other words, a displacement can be increased at the critical 
state without increasing the load or the concrete creep. 
In such structures the concrete creep has an effect 
similar to that of the load and, therefore, the creep 
buckling will occur at a lower load than the elastic 
buckling. 
IIb. when the elastic instability of the slender arch 
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is due to a bifurcation of equilibrium, the creep-dependent 
critical load p is diminished by an increase in 
(similarly to the above cases Ila'and I) provided that 
is larger than a certain limit Mim. If not (i. e. if 
Y lim)' p«y is insignificantly affected by the 
concrete creep and one-can consider pp cr 
The' result is only apparently contradictory with 
those following from situations I and IIa. Indeed, the 
buckling by bifurcation, -of equilibrium is associated with 
relatively small displacements of the slender arch and 
thus additional creep-dependent displacements can not 
change the situation significantly so long as the creep 
is small ( tý < cf lim) " It is, in fact, as if the arch were 
initially slightly shallower; then no significant 
reduction of the elastic critical load takes place, for 
instance, according to the theory of elastic stability. 
However, when the concrete creep becomes significant 
Le lim) I its effects on buckling are no longer 
negligible. The limit Tlim was shown in chapter 5 to 
depend on the significance of the displacements of the 
arch. The larger these displacements are, the smaller lý. 
is and also the sharper the decay of pcr, with the 
increase in . In other words the larger the displacements 
exhibited by the slender arch are, the closer the 
situation IIb is to the above situations IIa and I. The 
larger displacements are associated with arches having 
larger slenderness and/or higher shallowness and/or 
larger differences between the geometric axis and the 
funicular polygon. 
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6.2 CREEP BUCKLING AND MATERIAL FAILURE 
The ultimate capacity of both slender beam-columns 
and slender arches was associated'in the previous section 
with either material failure (Fig. 6.3a) or structural 
instability (Fig. 6.3b). 
However the question arises whether both the situations 
depicted in Fig. 6.3 are possible; in other words, whether 
the buckling, particularly the. creep buckling, is not 
preceded always by a material failure. 
Concerning the slender beam-column, an accurate answer 
to this. question was given in chapter 4. The analysis 
performed there was consistent with the actual behaviour 
of both structure and materials and hence the ultimate 
capacity was associated with either material failure 
(Fig. 6.3a) or structural instability (Mig. 6.3b) which-- 
ever was the case. It was shown that the structural 
instability precedes the material failure when the axial 
force is about 0.1 <n<0.5 (see Fig. 4.53, p. 171). Indeed, 
no structural instability is possible when n is very small. 
On the other hand when n is very large, the moment-bearing 
capacity of the critical cross-section is small and hence 
a material failure occurs before the transverse displacements 
could increase too much. The more slender the beam-column 
is or the larger the concrete creep, the more extended 
this range of n is (i. e. the more likely is that the 
ultimate capacity of the slender beam-column is according 
to Fig. 6.3b rather than to Fig. 6.3a). 
Concerning the slender arch, attention was given in 
chapter 5 only to the case where the ultimate capacity of 
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the slender arch is associated with structural instability 
(Fig. 6.3b). In order to find an answer to the. above 
question the results of numerical applications carried 
out for four slender arches are plotted in Figs. 6.4.. 6.6. 
These graphs are identical to those in Fig. 6.3 with: 
i) the interaction diagram corresponding to 
-a concrete strength f' c= 
25 1N1Pa 
-a reinforcement strength fs = 300 MPa 
-a reinforcement ratio 
ý= 1% 
- a-relative cover of reinforcement a/h = 0.1 
ii) the curves OA' and OA" (plotted by broken and 
continuous lines,. respectively) corresponding to 
- (in Fig. 6.4) Two arches having a constant cross- 
section and the geometric axis coincident with the 
Footnote 
-k) using the mechanical ratio of reinforcement( given by 
eq. (4.49), see p. 127, the interaction diagram in Figs. 6.4.. 
6.6 corresp onds to U3 =0.12 and a/h = 0.1 
ix) the curves OA' and OA", which depict the response of the 
slender arches to the instantaneous and the sustained loadings, 
respectively, follow from the analysis of the three degree-of- 
freedom arch-model (see Section 5.3) and from the correspon- 
dence between the discrete arch-model and the actual arch 
(see Sect. 5.4.1). It is worth emphasising that Figs. 6.1.. 6.6 
depict results for arches of which both the elastic and the 
creep-dependent primary paths and critical states have been 
already analysed in chapter 5. 
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funicular. polygon. These. two arches have different 
values of the slenderness 
\; one arch has a small 
slenderness (X=40) while the other is rather slender 
(X =70) 
- (in Fig. 6.5) an arch identical to that with 
X=70 
in Fig. 6.4 but being more flexible at the apex (i. e. the 
ratio c between the flexural stiffnesses of the cross- 
sections at the apex of the arch and at the quarter of 
the arch is 0.5 rather than 1) 
- (in Pic. 6.6) an arch with X=70 and c=0.5 but being 
shallower (i. e. the ratio between the rise f of the arch 
and its span 1 -see Fig-5.4, p. 227- is f/1,211/13-3 rather 
than f/1=1/10 as it is in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5) and having 
the Geometric axis non-coincident with the funicular 
polygon. 
iii) all the curves OA" correspondinG to a final 
creep ?,, =2. 
It is also noteworthy that the curves OA' and OA" 
in Fits. 6.4.. 6.6 are plotted for the critical cross- 
section of each arch. Thus the curves m2-n2 depicted in 
Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 are associated with the cross-section 
at the apex of the arches, while the curves m1-n1 depicted 
in Fig. 6.6 are associated with the cross-section at the 
quarter of the arch. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from Figs. 6.4.. 
6.6: 
1. i For the arch with X=40 in Fig. 6.4 both pce (the 
elastic critical load) and pcrj (the creep-buckling load) 
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are very high and the pre-buckling behaviour is 
geometrically almost linear (the curves CA' and OA" are 
almost straight lines). The ultimate capacity of such 
an arch is always associated with aýmaterial failure 
(see Fig. 6.3a). This situation is typical for the range 
in which the reinforced concrete arches are generally 
desi&ned. 
2. - When the slenderness is'increased while the'elastic 
bucklin is still due to a bifurcation of equilibrium 
(i. e. the elastic prebuckling behaviour is-associated- 
with moderately large displacements), the structural 
instability precedes the material failure when the 
loading is instantaneous (see curve OA' for \=70 in 
Fig. 6.4). When the loading is sustained, ' the concrete 
creep decreases both'the load correspondinc to the 
material failure (p 9a 
0"33'in Fig. 6.4) and the load 
corresponding to the creep-buckling ( , t6ý 0.34 in Fig. 6.4). 
Consequently the long-term ultimate capacity of such a 
slender arch is associated with a material failure 
which takes place as the critical state is approached 
but it is apparent in Fig. 6.4 that pUT is virually 
equal with pcry ' 
Similar results are depicted by the arch in Fig. 6.5 
although the creep-dependent displacements of that arch 
are almost twice as much as those of the arch with )=70 
in Fig. 6-4. 
3. When the arch has a prebuckling behaviour which 
is geometrically very non-linear and thus the elastic 
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instability is associated with very large displacements, 
the ultimate capacity of the slender arch is due to a 
material failure for both instantaneous and sustained 
loadings. In Fig. 6.6, for instance, p= 0.24 and 
perk =0.12 !0 while material failure occurs in the 
slender arch when pu"0.1 and p,, -0.06, respectively. 
From the above conclusions it follows that the 
analysis carried out in chapter 5 and based on the 
assumption that the ultimate capacity of a slender arch 
is associated with the structural instability (Fig.. 6.3b) 
rather 
, 
than with a material failure (Pig. 6.3a) is valid 
provided that: 
- the bending moments are not too large relative to 
the axial force. This restriction means that the arch 
should have the Geometric axis coincident with or very 
close to the furnicular polygon and should not be too 
shallow. 
- the arch is slender. A value A=70 arose from the 
numerical applications depicted in Fig. 6.4.. 6.6 as being 
close to the lower limit of slenderness in which the 
analysis is valid. 
6.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions of the analyses of the slender beam- 
column (chapter 4) and of the slender arch (chapter5) 
have been presented in Sections 4.7 and 5.6, respectively. 
Footnote 
see FiC. 5.36, P"319 
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Only a brief reminder of the main results is given below. 
-a. Concerning-the slender beam-column 
i) The response to loading and the ultimate capacity 
of the slender reinforced concrete beam-columns are 
analysed by means of a computer-model. With respect to 
both the assumptions-and the method of solution used, 
the computer-model belongs to the 'general method' 
accordinG to the classification given by the CEB- 
BucklingI9anual (1973). 
ii) The computer-model is able to analyse the 
reinforced concrete beam-column no matter whether this 
is short or slender or whether the loading is instantaneous 
or sustained. - 
iii) However, in its present form, the computer-model 
can analyse-only the beam-columns bent in single curvature 
and having a rectangular, symmetrically reinforced 
cross-section. 
Suggestions are made to extend the use of the 
computer-model to beam-columns having other shapes of the 
cross-section and/or being bent in double curvature. 
iv) A thorough computer-analysis was performed of 
the. effects which the main parameters can have on the 
ultimate capacity of--reinforced concrete beam-columns. 
The following-parameters were varied to cover most of 
the practical range: 
- materials strength (concrete and reinforcement) 
- reinforcement ratio 
- reinforcement cover 
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- concrete creep 
-' member. slenderness 
- distribution of the' initial bending, möments 
along the member axis. 
A comprehensive 'Insight into the combined effects 
of the concrete creep, member` slenderness and the` other 
parameters is presented with the help of numerous graphs. 
It is, shown that the larger the member slenderness and 
the concrete creep are, the'more imperative it is to 
design the slender'beam-column consistently with the 
actual behaviour of both concrete and reinforcement. 
The present computer-model provides such adesign means. 
'v) The results of experimental tests carried out on 
slender columns subject to sustained, constant load are 
compared with-the computer-analysis and a remarkably 
good-agreement is found. 
vi) The design formulae recommended by CEB-FIP and 
some national codes of practice were analysed and 
compared with. the computer-analysis. It was shown 
that the design formulae-are conservative so long as 
slenderness and the concrete creep are not too large. 
However some design formulae (e. g'. ACI 318-71) can 
lead to a-too conservative design. It was also shown 
that the design formulae proposed by CEB-FIP are in 
very good agreement with the computer-analysis for the 
range of parameters most often used in practice and this 
result is noteworthy since the CEB-FIP proposals followed 
from experimental evidence. 
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b. Concerning the slender. arch. 
i) The instability of a symmetric, double hinged arch 
is analysed with the help of a three degree-of-freedom 
arch-model and assuming that the material is perfectly 
visco-elastic. 
ii) The discrete arch-model, which is made up from 
non-deformable members joined by deformable devices (see 
Fig-5.29 p. 221), approximates the real arch by: 
- concentrating the axial and rotational deformations 
in the discrete devices 
- replacing the forces and the flexibilities (which are 
actually variable along the arch axis) with their mean 
values over the distance between two successive devices 
iii) Although this simplified arch-model yields 
approximate solutions with regard to the actual arch, 
its use has been considered advantageous on account that: 
- it simplifies considerably the analysis of both the 
elastic and the creep buckling in the ranke of large 
displacements. 
- it is able to model all the possible modes of buckling 
associated with the real arch. 
- it provides a solution whatever the particularities 
of the arch geometry or of the load distribution.! 
) 
- it is suitable for-computer programming so that a 
Footnote 
) Due to the mathematical difficulties which are associated 
with the instability of arches, there are few particular 
arches for which closed-form solutions are known even when 
the material is perfectly elastic (see Timoshenko and Gere 
(1961)). 
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wide range of numerical data can be investigated. 
- the degree of accuracy of the. results for elastic 
buckling has proved reasonable when compared with known 
closed-form solutions. 
iv) Theoretical approaches were presented to analyse 
both the elastic pre-and post-buckling behaviour of the 
arch-model and the effects of concrete creep on its 
prebuckling and buckling behaviour. Pion-linear coupled 
equations are associated with these analyses and their 
accurate solution was found by using a standard sub- 
program available with NAG library. 
v) These accurate solutions were compared with 
approximate solutions arising from using the perturbation 
technique. It was shown that the differences can be 
significant when the displacements are large. 
vi) Five necessary and sufficient conditions are 
associated with the elastic bucklinG. of a symmetric three 
degree-of-freedom arch-model and it was shown that one 
sufficiently provide the critical load. The other 
conditions provide information on the mode of buckling. 
Theoretical proofs were given and it was shown that a 
similar conclusion can be drawn for discrete model with 
one and two degree-of-freedom. 
vii) With regard to the creep buckling it was shown that: 
- when the elastic instability is due to a snap-buckling, 
the concrete creep reduces always the critical load. The 
larger is the creep, the lower is the corresponding 
critical load. 
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when the elastic instability is due to a bifurcation 
of equilibrium no noticeable effect of creep takes 
place so long as the concrete creep is small. However, 
' when the concrete creep If exceeds a certain limit 
the creep-dependent critical load decays as the difference 
Iflim increases. 
viii) From the numerical applications carried out 
in chapter 5, it followed that the more slender or the 
shallower the arch is or the more different its geometric axis 
is from. the. funicular polygon, the larger. the. displacements 
are and consequently the more significant the creep effects. 
ix) The analysis of the slender arch was carried out 
assuming that no material failure can precede the 
structural instability. This assumption was discussed 
earlier in this chapter (see Section 6.2) and the range 
of arches where it proves to be correct was outlined. 
6.4 SUGGESTIOI; S FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The research carried out and the results -presented 
in this thesis suggest the follo'ing directions worthy 
of further investigation. 
With regard to the slender beam-column (chapter 4; 
1. The computer-model is built for a rectangular, 
symmetrically reinforced cross-section. It should be 
generalised for other types of cross-section, The only 
difficulty to solve would be to find the lower and upper 
limits in between the actual strain-distribution on the 
cross-section lies (see Fig. 4.18, p. 93 and Fig. 4.25, p. 105) 
2. The computer model is built for a beam-column bent 
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in single curvature. Columns bent in double curvature 
could be analysed in a similar manner provided that the 
behaviour of the cross-section under decreasing bending 
moments were modelled. There should be no difficulty in 
extending the method of solution presented in Section 
4.3.3 to those columns. 
Such solutions will create-, conditions for a structural 
analysis of reinforced concrete frames which can be 
performed, automatically and consistently with the limit 
state design (see Section 4.3.7c_). 
With regard to the slender. arches (chapter 5) 
The analysis of the creep effects in slender reinforced 
concrete arches has been performed less accurately than 
that for slender beam-columns. Further research should 
be carried out in order to improve the results from both 
the material and the structural behaviour standpoints. 
a. ýe ardiný the material behaviour. The assumption 
of perfectly visco-elastic-. behaviour should be, replaced 
by a governing relationship which is able to consider 
the actual response to loading of a reinforced' concrete 
cross-section. Thus simplified n-m-h/r surfaces like 
those depicted in Fig. 4.36a, -see p. 137, and Fig-4-42, 
see p. 151, may be used. Such a , governing relationship 
will, provide better results when the plasticity and 
cracking of the concrete become relevant, that is when 
large bending moments occur on the cross-section. A6 
shown in Section 6.2 these are precisely the situations 
where the present analysis is less correct since the 
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creep buckling is most likely preceded by a creep- 
dependent material failure. 
b. Regarding the structural behaviour. The arch- 
model'used in chapter 5 proved a convenient means of 
analysis. However further research should be done'to 
ensure that the discrete model closely approximates the 
actual slender arch with the flexibility continuously 
distributed along its, axis'. Thus: 
i) more degrees of freedom should be also investigated 
inorder to find the optimum number which provide the 
best compromise between the necessity of modelling the 
actual deformability of the structure and the simplicity 
of the analysis. 
ii) the horizontal components of the displacements 
(in other words the axial flexibility of the slender 
arch) can significantly affect the structural behaviour 
and the mechanical devices in riü. 5.3, see p. 221, can be 
improved to consider more appropriately these effects. 
Devices as shown in Fig-5.43, see p. 339, could be used. 
iii) the analysis of the elastic stability of the 
three degree-of-freedom arch-model are in agreement 
with those for models with one and two degree-of-freedom. 
They suggest that a general theory can be developed on 
the elastic stability and postbuckling behaviour of 
discrete arch-models. Such attempts have already been 
made (see Thompson (1969)). 
iv) the additional effects of geometric imperfections 
combined with structural slenderness and concrete creep 
can be very damaging and a thorough investigation into 
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these aspects should be carried out. 
The knowled e'gained from the research presented in 
this thesis and the improvements mentioned above are of 
significant help when the creep effects in reinforced 
concrete thin shells are analysed. It is there that the 
combined creep and slenderness have the'most significant 
effects in view of their reduced capacity for bearing 
bending moments. 
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APPENDIX II. 1 
Age-Adjusted Effective Modulus Method. 
A development of the basic formula used by Bazant's 'Age- 
Adjusted Effective Modulus'method is given below. 
It has been shown in Section 2.1 that the stress induced by an 
imposed constant strain E, 0 is given by eq. 
(2.8) where RI represents the 
relaxation function (see Fig. 2.2 and eq. (2.7)). 
If the imposed strain 8 has a time-development affine to the 
creep function, i. e. 
e(t to) . F-,,. T(k, to) (2.1.1) 
it follows from the analogy existing between egs. (2.3a) and (2.11) that 
the induced stress is 
G, (t> t; ) - E. F- . 
P, 1ý (t. to) 
Therefore, for an imposed strain of the form 
E(t, to)= E, + E4. p(t, t) (2.1.3) 
the induced stress follows from the superposition of eqs. (2.8) and (2.1.2) 
as 
0'(k, Ito) ."E. +S" (F-, ß - F-o) " RI (k, to) 
(2.1.4) 





y (t - to On account of egs. (2.1.5) and of the initial condition 
o'(o, to) = E. £(o,; ) 
eq. (2.1.4) can be recast as 
(F (k, t0)-r(Q, to) E". 







and is called by Bazant the 'age-adjusted effective modulus'(1972). 
E" provides directly the stress induced by a strain imposed 
according with eq. (2.1.3). Bazant proposes the use of eq. (2.1.7) for other 
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time-variations of E. too. However, the more different the actual variation 
of E. is from that given by eq. (2.1.3), the more approximate is the stress 
in eq. (2.1.7). 
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APPENDIX II. 2 
The object of this appendix is to show the. development of eqs. 
(2.40) and (2.42) when Yr and -- Li corresponding to CEB creep function 
and rate of flow, respectively (see Table 2.2) are used. All the other 
governing relationships mentioned in Table 2.2 can be deduced in a 
similar manner. 
Governing relationship (2.40). 
From eqs. (2.24) and (2.29) 
and from egs. (2.22), (2.23), (2.27) I 
Thus the derivative of eq. (2.30) is 
az P 
and eq. (2.3a) becomes 
tt 
T) 
2.2.1 ýý'ý)_fit, ) + 
Vý: (ý. k. ) "eýý Al 
;+ pi CI- Q ,, 
dv () Q0 





Adding this equation to eq. (2.2.1) multiplied by 
J32 it becomes 
AE 1 dß. ß' + -ý 
t) 
f . xx . (. + 
P4: 
- a(b t-e; 
" (* "')db 
where the notation (2.41) has been used. 
Eq. (2.40) is found as the derivative of the previous one, i. e. 
d, tý+1_adt d. t +E at 




Governing; relationship 2.2 . 
From egs. (2.24) and (2.29) 
(k(t-b, 'o+V = TQ 
(tIto)-T: (7- 
1ko (2.2.2) 
and from eq. (2.31 





Therefore the derivative of eq. (2.32) with respect to (? i(Z, t0) 
becomes 
oo (2.2.4) 
If Ti(t, t0) replaces t as variable in eq. (2.3a), this becomes 
1tp, ý 
(ý''z'°)ý +b)d(2.2.5) 




---ý -t- Q 
[t4 ýr° 





Pv 1 T4 TZ (L, Q1 
The derivative of the previous equation with respect with (Pi(t, tO) 
is T 
C, La 
4 d, Q 
+ 
'1 +s row , 4- 
dýý E" F- E 
0 
Adding to eq. (2.2.5) multiplied by 
? 
2, 
CL F- +6+ 2 ti 
"Llk F 0. 
Finally the diferentiation of the previous equation gives 
cite 
,- ZZ- a L gz C f 1 
(2.42) 
where the notation (2.41) has been used. 
is 
Eq. (2.2.2), which the source of the governing relationship (2.42), 
is always true regardless of the expression for IN. Therefore eq. (2.42) 
is not dependent on the mathematical function chosen for Fi(t+t0). This 
conclusion is valid for all the governing relationships from Table 2.2 
using 4 as variable. 
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APPENDIX 1II. 1 
Direct solutions to problems of time-dependent 
induced stresses in restrained concrete 
D. R. CONSTANTINESCU (1), J. M. ILLSTON ($) 
The creep effects on the stresses induced in a concrete member by imposed deformations 
having a history similar to the shrinkage of concrete are analysed. 
Direct solutions of the problem are deduced using two governing relationships of concrete 
judged in reference [1] as the best compromise between reality and simplicity. 
The results are obtained in a general form and the influences of the most important parameters 
are plotted and compared. 
NOTATION 
E- modulus of elasticity. Throughout the present 
paper E is assumed age-independent. 
to - the age of concrete on initial loading. For 
each problem to is a constant. 
t- the time after loading; t-0 when the age 
of concrete is to. 
t+ to - the actual age of concrete at the moment t. 
T- an intermediate time (0 <r< t). 
or (t, to) - the stress at the time t, measured from the 
age to. The positive values denote tension. 
e (t, to) - the total strain at the same time as a (t, to). 
The positive values denote dilatation. 
e, (t, to) - as e but creep strain only. ec = emt + eq,,. 
- the recoverable component of E.. 
- the irrecoverable component of es,. 
Ee (t, t0) 
(t. to) 
E; the elastic strain. 
qý (t, to) = 
*9(t' to) For E= const. 4p x E, where ee (t, to) Q 
is the specific creep strain (creep function). 
Also 97 = Tt + 9'r. 
Ti (t, to) = 
E9' 
Ee. 
(1) C. Eng., Lecturer in Concrete Structures, Faculty of Civil 
Engineering, Bucharest, Romania; currently undertaking 
research at King's College, London, England. 
(2) B. Sc. (Eng. ), Ph. D., C. Eng., M. I. C. E., Reader in Civil 
Engineering, King's College, London, England. 
Tr (t, to) 
l-r 
when e, is age-dependent. to 
qýr (t) = 
EQr 
when c., is age-independent. 
ßl - constant affecting the rate of time-development 
of Ti. 
P2 - constant similar to ßi but for (Pr. 
iýt. - the final value of qp{ including the influences 
of all the factors affecting the concrete creep, 
except the age of concrete. 
99t = 92{ (oo, to) = gý{m x e-ßito; the final value of 
971(1, to). 
9ýrm - the final value of (Pr (t, to). 
12 = 192 x (1 -I- 9'rß, )" 
R(t) -a change in the unit length of the concrete 
due to an external cause (e. g. a temperature 
variation) or to an internal one (e. g. shrink- 
age). The positive value denote dilatation. 
K- the final value of R. 
K=K" Ei,; the elastic final value of ac when 
a=1. 
m-a positive integer used to model a R-function 
faster than Ti 
(t' t°) 
=1- e-ßiß. 
n- the same as m but used to model a R-function 
slower than 1- e-flit. 
a- the degree of restraint of the development 
of R. 
A- the sectional area. 
S- the elastic stiffness. 
ri, r2 - the roots of the characteristic equation asso- 
ciated with the differential equation (4); 
see eq. (10). 
a. - the particular solution of eq. (4). 
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B, C- constants of integration. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT 
a=a+ #2 01 +a Tr. ) 
Aj - constants. The history of the imposed strain is considered to 
have the general form, 
Subscripts 
c- subscript associated with all the quantities 
concerning the concrete or, generally, the part 
of the structure providing a time-dependent 
behaviour. 
s- similar to c but concerning the reinforcement 
or the part of the structure exhibiting elastic 
behaviour. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [1] an examination was conduct- 
ed into the various governing relationships that enable 
direct solutions to be found to problems involving the 
linear creep of ageing concrete. It was concluded 
that two creep methods, rate of flow [2] and improved 
Dischinger [3] [4], represent the best compromise 
between the reality of concrete behaviour and mathe- 
matical simplicity. 
The governing differential equations for the two 
methods were shown to be as follows : 
Rate of flow, 
d2e de 
_1 
d2o 1+ 22 da a 
dqýi 
ß2 







Tr > d_v y dqg{ 2 
dt E dt+Edt 
ýý 
Both methods consider linear creep as the sum of 
recoverable and irrecoverable components, given here 
as creep coefficients, q,, and (pi, and it is important to 
note that in rate of flow the variable is the irrecover- 
able creep, 97{, while improved Dischinger can be 
equally well expressed in terms of the time after 
loading, t. 
E is the total strain under time-dependent stress, a, 
Eis the elastic modulus, taken as independent of time, 
and the suffix oo indicates the final limiting value. 
ß2 is a constant defining the rate of occurrence of 
Tr, and 22 = ß2 " (l + q'rw). 
In the present paper the application of the two 
methods to the direct solution of a particular relaxa- 
tion problem is demonstrated, and the opportunity is 
taken to make a comparison between the two. 
In the problem the concrete is subjected to an 
imposed time-dependent strain, R, which is inhibited 
in accordance with a degree of restraint, characterised 
by a relative stiffness function a. The concrete is taken 
to be bonded in parallel with an elastic material; in 
practice the simplest model is a symmetrically rein- 
forced concrete member in which the concrete suffers 
a uniform time-dependent shrinkage. The solution 
to the problem consists of the history of stress in the 
concrete, from which the steel stress history can be 
easily found. Throughout the following section tensile 
stress and dilation are taken as positive. 
R (t) =KX (1 - emß=t) with m>1 (3a) 
or 
R(t) =KX (1 - e-ß't) with n>1 (3b) 
These expressions are shown plotted in figure 1, 
and four cases can be identified. 
(1) Imposed strain constant in time, corresponding 
to in = oo. 
(2) Imposed strain affine to the irrecoverable creep 
curve (given by p= Ti. X (1 - e-ßst)), 
corresponding to m=1 or n=1 in equations (3). 
(3) Imposed strain faster than the irrecoverable creep, 
corresponding to m>I in equation (3a). This 
case covers the zone between the previous two, 
which form the upper and lower bounds. 
(4) Imposed strain slower than the irrecoverable 
creep, corresponding to n>1 in equation (3b). 
This case covers the zone between the curve for 
case (2) as an upper bound, and the time axis as a 
lower bound. 
The mathematical procedure is such that solutions 
can be found only for integer values of m or n. Howe- 
ver the actual phenomena are continuous, and inter- 
polation between successive integer values is a per- 
fectly valid procedure. 
The governing relation for rate of flow is considered 
first, in some detail. Regardless of the expression for R, 




with R (0) = 0, and for a and a according to the 
following development. 
For the reinforced concrete section, there are two 
coupled equations : equilibrium of the reinforced 
concrete section, 
QeAc+asA8=O 
compatibility of strains, 
ec+R=C8. 
Also, from the constitutive relation for the steel, 
ar, = E8 ea. 
The governing relation of concrete, equation (1), is 
given again here, 
d1Q2 
+ (1 -+ - 12) X 
ýý + ß2 ac = Ec X d Ti d47ß (d ý+ 
N2 d-Tß) 
(5) 
Rearrangement and substitution leads to the 
equation (4) for the reinforced concrete member. 
In these equations modulus of elasticity is denoted 
by E and sectional area by A. The subscripts c and s 
are associated with concrete and steel respectively. 
12 
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The symbol a is a relative stiffness function given by 
a =EcAc+EaAB (6a) 
E8 A8 
and 
a=c+ß2"(1 +aq'r, ) (7) 
Here a has been defined in terms of the particular 
problem of the reinforced concrete member, but it is 
quite general to any structure having one indetermi- 
nacy providing interaction between an elastic part 
and a visco-elastic part. Thus, in general, 
Sd (6b) 
SB+Sc 
where Sc and S8 are, respectively, the elastic stiffness 
of the visco-elastic part and the stiffness of the elastic 
part. In this form the solution is applicable to a wider 
range of practical problems associated with the effects 
of shrinkage, settlement and temperature variation. 
a is a constant for the structure and characterises its 
degree of restraint. It can have any value between 
0 and 1; at =0 signifies that the structure is statically 
determinate, so that the imposed strain, R, causes no 
induced stress. a=I signifies that the elastic part of 
the structure is indefinitely stiffer than the visco- 
elastic part, so that the imposed strain is completely 
resisted, as in the case of a plain concrete column 
built in at both ends. When a=1 equations (4) and 
(5) become identical. 
It follows that, in these general terms, the elastic 
response in the concrete is given by 
ac, el=-Ec"a"R(t) (8) 
Similarly, the solution for the concrete stress is 
found from equation (4) with R given by equations (3). 
The general 'solution is 
ore = Be-191' + Ce-29" + a, * (9) 
where rl and r2 are the roots of the characteristic 
equation associated to eq. (4), 
that is 
r1,2 = 0.5 " (a ± 
Ia2 
- 4aß2) (10) 
The constants of integration B and C, and the parti- 
cular solution a, * depend on the mathematical form 
of R. Considering each of the four cases listed earlier 
For m>1, with m an integer (see Appendix) 
ac _ 






K=Kx Ec (12) 
and the constants Ap are given by 
A1_(-1)m 
a 
#2 A2 + 
Tim 




ß2 a j-2 





(1- r2') forj=3... m 
Also 








Here Ti,,, denotes the final value of qj when the age 
of first loading is to, so that, according to [1] 
Ti. = ý:. " e-00-- (15) 
For n>1 with n an integer the solution is similar 
to that above (see Appendix). 
a, ` has the same general form as equation (11) - with 
n for m. Constants Al are given by similar equations 
to (13), with identical left hand sides, and with right 
hand sides - 
1, 
-1 and 0 (for j=3... n), respect- ively. a Ti CO 
The constants of integration are in this case, 
B_ Kan .( An +n-1 An-1) 9ps. - (r1- r2) ` Tt. 0 (14b) 
C_-Kan An-B 
9, iOD 
similarly to eqs. (14a). 
For m=1 the general solution (9) becomes (see 
Appendix) 
oe =-K" [B1 " (1- e-r1g, i) + C1 " (i - e-r ' )] (16) 
where 
a-r2 BI = 
rl - r2 (17) 
C1= 1-B1. 
If the recoverable creep component is neglected, 
this devolves into the well known rate of creep solu- 
tion [4], [5] 
cc =-K- (1 (18) 
For m= co the general solution becomes (see 
Appendix) 
where 
Q, =-K"a" (B2e-r. vt+ C2e-r1) (19) 
ri - ß2 B2 = ri - r2 (20) 
C2 =I- B2. 
Again, neglect of the recoverable component yields 
the known solution [4], [5] 
ac _-Kcc e-9i (21) 
The governing relationship for the improved Dis- 
chinger method (see equation 2) yields the following 
general equation for the problem 
da,, dR (1 +a Troo) ' dT, +a ac _- «aß " Ec (22) 
A similar method of solution to that already 
demonstrated can be used (see Appendix). Mathe- 
matically, it is somewhat more simple because of 
13 
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ý. 
Fig. 1. - The time-development of the imposed strain R(t) 
according to eqs. (3). 
the smaller order of differentiation in equation (22) 
compared to equation (4). 
Thus for the limit cases, m=1 and m= oo, the 
solutions are 
ac=-K"(1-e 1+ý9r) (23) 
and, 
vc =-Ka. e+ aý. ao (24) 1+ Trio 
which are more straightforward than equations (16) 
and (19) from rate of flow. 
Equations (16) and (19) give, 
with ß2 = oo, equations (23) and 24), 
with ß2 = 0, equations (18) and (21). 
COMPUTED RESULTS 
The computed solutions to the relaxation problem, 
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0 100 200 300 
Fig. 3. - The effect of creep on the stress-response induced by 
the imposed strains of figure 1. The elastic solutions (8) are 
shown as dashed lines and the rate of flow solutions (9) are 
shown as full lines. to = 28 days and a=1. 
14 
given in figures 2 ... 5. All the curves are 
based on 
the following numerical values [6]. 
P, = 0.022 days-' ipt. = 1.1 
ß2=60 9rß, =0.24 
The stress in the concrete is plotted non-dimensio- 
nally, as a ratio of ac to K, K being the final elastic 
value of vc, et (from equations (8) and 
(12)) when the 
imposed strain is completely restrained (a = 1). The 
rates of which the imposed strain is applied are defined 
by the values of m or n, as shown in figure 1. 
A complete spectrum of results is given in figure 2 
for the case when the relative stiffness function a= 1, 
and the age of loading, to = 28 days. 
The maximum stress occurring is under the influence 
of two opposing effects. Firstly, when the strain is 
imposed rapidly (high values of m), there is insuffi- 
cient time for immediate relief of stress by creep. 
This leads to high early stresses with a maximum when 
the whole strain is imposed instantaneously (m = oo). 
Secondly, there is a decreasing creep capacity left 
in the concrete as it gets older. This leads to higher 





0 40 60 1 160 200 
Fig. 4. - Comparison between the values of the final stress- 
response ac (oo, to) given by the rate of flow equation (4) - 







Fig. 2. - The stress-response ac (t, to) according to the rate of 
flow solution [9] and induced by the imposed strains of figure 1; 
to= 28 days and = 1. 
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1.0 LTC 
n. 5 n-2 E 
m. 2 m"5 
I l" 
I(time) -days 
100 200 300 
Fig. S. - The influence of the degree of restraint a on the stress- 
response induced by a strain-history as in figure 1. The ac (t, to) 
values are computed according to the rate of flow equation (4) 
fora =1 (unbroken line) and a=0.5 (dashed line). The t-axis 
corresponds to the case a=0; to a 28 days. 
for any value m or n. In the rate of flow method 
the rate of recoverable creep decreases with age, 
and this suggests that the stress relief in a very old 
concrete would be very small. Figure 4 emphasises 
the difference between the two methods, but it does 
not make any judgement between them. Intuitively, 
rate of flow appears to be the better representation of 
reality, but there is insufficient evidence to make any 
sort of decisive quantitative comparison. 
The curves of figures 2,3 and 4 were all computed 
for the case of complete restraint, a=1- the plain 
concrete column with built in ends. In figure 5, the 
effect of partial restraint is shown (a < 1). If a=0, 
then there is no restraint at all, and consequently 
there is no induced stress. On figure 5 this is repre- 
sented by ac = 0, that is, by the time axis, for all 
values of m and n. The intermediate value a=0.5, 
gives rise to the group of curves shown dashed, 
and it can be seen that the spread of results is reduced 
in comparison with those for a=1. 
giving the highest for the greatest value of n. Clearly 
there must be an optimum rate of strain imposition 
which gives a lowest maximum stress. Here, this 
corresponds to m=2. 
The effectiveness of creep in relieving stress is 
demonstrated in figure 3. This shows the elastic 
solution to the problem as dashed lines, which are 
naturally of the same shape as the curves in figure 1, 
together with the corresponding curves for the creep 
solution. It can be seen that the faster the imposed 
strain is applied (high m, low n) the greater the stress 
relief, shown here by the lower final stresses. 
In figures 2 and 3, only the rate of flow solution is 
given, but, in fact, for this comparatively early age 
of loading the improved Dischinger solution is vir- 
tually identical. The difference between the methods 
is shown in figure 4, in which the final concrete stress 
is plotted against the age of loading. The maximum 
value of age of loading is 200 days, at which the 
mathematical solution starts to become unstable. 
As can be seen, the assumption in the improved 
Dischinger method that the recoverable creep occurs 
instantaneously, leads, for high ages of loading (and 
low rates of irrecoverable creep), towards the final 
value of stress 
U (co, to) = 
Ka 
=0.805Kcc 1T Tr- 
CONCLUSIONS 
Previously it was concluded [1] that the governing 
relationships embodied in the rate of flow and improved 
Dischinger methods are the best compromise between 
reality and simplicity. Here both methods were 
demonstrated in the direct solution of a general struc- 
tural relaxation problem. In one particular form 
this is the problem of the symmetrically reinforced 
concrete column in which the concrete suffers a time- 
dependent shrinkage. It was found : 
(a) That for chosen functional form of the imposed 
strain-time relation, there is an optimum rate of 
time development that gives rise to the lowest maxi- 
mum stress in the concrete. Practically for an imposed 
strain developing in time faster than the creep of the 
concrete (m > 1) a stress-value greater than the 
maximum stress corresponding to the optimum rate 
can appear only for a short time, in the first two 
months after loading. 
(b) That, at low ages, there is virtually no difference 
between the solutions given by the two methods used. 
As the starting age of the strain imposition becomes 
greater, the solutions diverge : for a very old concrete, 
rate of flow predicts very little stress relief due to 
creep, while improved Dischinger predicts a final 
stress value of about 0.805 Ka. 
APPENDIX 
The object of this appendix is to show, firstly, the 
derivation of the solutions of eqs. (4) and (22) when 
R is given by eq. (3a) with m>1 or by eq. (3b) 
with n>1. Finally reference is made to the differ- 
ences occurring when the limit cases m=I (n = 1) 
and m= oo are considered. 
integration and rl, r2 are the roots of the algebraic 
equation associated with eq. (4) in its homogeneous 
form and are given by eq. (10). 
The initial conditions of the problem (at t=0, 
then 99{ = 0) for both eqs. (3) and m (or n) finite are 
ac =U 
Solution of eq. (4) 
Eq. (4) has the general solution (9) in which o 
is a particular solution, B and C are constants of 
d cc da (a) 
Using the solution (9) these initial conditions 
15 







leading to B and C as functions of R. 
a* can be found according to eq. (11) regardless of 
whether R is given by eq. (3a) or by eq. (3b). But the 
particular expressions of constants Ap, and B and C 
depend on which equation is used. 
found similarly to the previous case, when R is given 
by eq. (3a). 
Solution of eq. (22) 
The general solution of eq. (22) can be found either 
directly following the same approach as used for eq. 
(4), or indirectly taking ß2 = oo into the previous 
equations. 
For both eqs. (3) the general solution is 
1- If it is eq. (3a) and if m>1 and integer, the 
binomial theorem can be used and hence, using also, 
from [1], 4't(t, to) _ 4Ps. e-e. e, (1 - e-ß. t) 
R(t)=1ý"[1-(1- 9? {lml 
ýtýJ J 
_-K" 
(- 1)m-J " m! ýt m'1 (C) 
>>ý . 
1! (m-. l) I " 
(9'h, 
J 
The constants Aj from a* can be established by 
introducing eqs. (11) and (c) in eq. (4) and by equating 
the coefficients of T;. So eqs. (13) are derived. 
Further from eqs. (11) and (c) 
Kam 
0 Tim (d) 
da* Kam (m - 1) 
d 99i 
(4'1 = 0) = Ti2 " 
Am-1 
and, respectively, 
«"Ec "d(q, s=0)_ 
Tam T (e) 
Using eqs. (d) and (e) in eq. (b) the solutions (14a) 
are obtained. 
2- If eq. (3b) is used and if n>1 and integer, 
a similar method of solution can be applied. The 
only difference arises from the relation 
R(r)=K" P, (f) 
instead of eq. (c). 
Thus using this R(t), eq. (11) is still valid but 
Al=-1 
a 
aß2 A2 'i- 4a 




AJ +a AJ-1 +-2 Al-2 = 0, for j=3... n l -1 gýsGo 4't 
Eqs. (g) are identical to eqs. (13) but with a different 
right-hand side. Eq. (f) also gives 
Ec-dýt(4ýt=0)=0 (h) 
instead of eq. (e) so that the constants B and C for R 
given by eq. (3b) are found as in eqs. (14b). 
With eqs. (g) and` (14b) instead of eqs. (13) and 
(14a), respectively, the general solution (9) can be 
art 
ac = Ao .e+ Xf rw + a* (i) 
where Ao is obtained from the initial condition 
ac=0 -*- Ao=-ar*(Ts=0) 
and a* is still given by eq. (11). For R given by eq. 
(3a) and for m>1 and integer, for instance, the cons- 









j (1- 1) 
forj=2... m 
which are similar to eqs. (13) and the constant of 
integration Ao is given by 
AoKam Am. 
Ti OD 
Solution for m=1 (n = 1) 
This case is simpler than the previous ones because 
R= IZ " q, 3 and so the particular solutions of both 
eqs. (4) and (22) become aý K. So 
1- When eq. (4) is used the constants B and C 
from (9) (here denoted by Bi and Ci) can be found 
similarly to eqs. (b) from 
Bi+C1=K (k) 
ri Bi + r2 C1 =Ka. 
Eqs. (16) and (17) are obtained. 
2- When eq. (22) is used the constant AO from (i) 
is given by Ao =-K and hence eq. (23) is obtained. 
Solution for m= oo 
For m= oo both eqs. (4) and (22) become homo- 
geneous because R is a constant. So a* =0 in the 
solutions (9) and Q). 
Using the initial conditions 








for the solution (9), and the first of eqs. (m) for the 
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RESUME 
Solutions directes an probleme des contraintes qui 
se developpent en fonction du temps dans un beton bride. 
- On evalue les effets du fluage sur les contraintes 
engendrees dans un element de beton par des deforma- 
tions imposees. Le cas repond d toute une gamme de 
problemes pratiques. 
L'exemple le plus simple en est le probleme d'un beton 
arme symetriquement et oü se produit un retrait. 
Les solutions directes au probleme sont obtenues 
d 1'aide des methodes Dischinger ameliorees et de 
vitesse d'ecoulement, que, daps un article precedent, 
on a considerees comme le meilleur compromis entre 
la realite physique et la simplicite mathematique. 
On examine et compare sous une forme graphique 
les influences des parametres les plus importants, tels 
que la vitesse de deformation imposee, le degre d'empe- 
chement et 1'cge du beton. 
Les resultats des deux methodes sont pratiquement 
egaux lorsque la deformation est imposee dans les deux 
premiers mois du beton, et different de plus en plus 
ä mesure que 1'äge oh la deformation est imposee 
augmente. 
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APPENDIX IV. 1 
The effects of the N1 -distribution. 
The effects of the distribution of 111 along the member length 
are analysed below for a perfectly elastic material. riff are the first 
order bending moments, i. e. the moments computed on the undeformed 
state of the member. 
Send*- -Um j___ 
1' H IM (ýort ' ýx 













When the If1-diagram has a general form as in Fig-4-1-1 the 
elastic deflection at the midlength follows from Castigliano's theorem as 
v 
Mz.. r Ifs (4-1-1) 
EiNV 
M1,,. gyn., dx 
4] 
where Nor is given by eq. (4.7) with K=E. I 
Assuming that v has a sinusoidal distribution, i. e. 
Vx aV. 444-. (4-1.2) 
and on account that 
M23, = t'44- N. vx (4.1.3) 
it follows from eq. (4.1.1) that the midlength deflection of the slender 
member is 
v 
VN+ V4 (4.1.4) 
where v1 is the midlength deflection of the short member and is given by 
V=M. CL. A . 
(4.1.5) 
o EI 
analogous to eq. (4.1.1). 
On account that 
H2 = M4 + H. v (4.1.6) 
,ý ý- ,i 
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where M1 and M2 are the midlength values of M1x and M2x, respectively, 
eq. (4.1.4) can be recast as 
1"ßz- MA M ,. -M., 71- tit e 'r 
N-ý. 
which is in accordance with Fig-4.8. 
Eq. (4.1.7) yields 
(4-1.8) 




Two particular situations are considered below: 
has a sinusoidal distribution, i. e. 1. When Mi x 
it. follows from eq. (4.1.5), similar to eq. (4.1.4), that 
Vj= (4.1.10) N er 










From egs. (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) it follows that 
(4.1.13) 
2. When M1 has a constant distribution it follows from eq. (4.1.5) x 
that 
M 






With v1 given by eq. (4.1.14), egs. (4.1.4) and (4.1.8) yield 
MIL M4" (ý-I) (4.1.16) 
Nom. 
and, respectively, 
(4.1.17) Ncr 'ý=NINcr 
whereas eq. (4.1.13) is replaced by 
V''A 
It is apparent that egs. (4.1.11)... (4.1.13) follow from-eqs. 
(4.1.16)... (4.1.18), respectively, with ý =1. Since in the case 2 
J> 1 
it results, as expected, that v and M2 are larger in the case 2 than in 
the case 1 for the same value of M1. 
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Any possible distribution of M1 for a single-curved beam- 
column lies always between the case 1 as lower limit and case 2 as 
upper limit where M, is equal with the midlength moment of the respective 
distribution. 
In either. of. the above cases, 1 and. 2 the first order bending, 
moment M1 can be due either to a transverse load or to an accidental 
out-of-straightness ex of the member axis. In the latter case 
K. .N. e,, (4.1.19) 
and the cases 1 and 2 correspond, respectively, to 
lrx (4.1.20) 





- -, e, ý==ee (4.1X21) 
where e0 is the midlength out-of-straightness. 
From eq. (4.1.19), it, follows that. 
(4-1.22) 
and thus egs. (4.1.13), and (4.1.12) associated with the above case 1 yield 
V= 
_N 






which are. identical to egs. (4.5) and (4.6), respectively. 
The above developments are based on following assumptions: 
(i) the distribution of vx is sinusoidal - see eq. (4.1.2) 
(ii)-the material is perfectly elastic 
(iii) the cross-section is constant along the member length 
(iv) the deflections vx are moderately large so that the 
compatibility equation is linear. 
In fact'the assumption (i) is accurate in the case 1. Its effect 
on the results corresponding to the-case 2 should be small so long as 
the deflections v are not large. 
Significant differences could occur when a reinforced concrete 
member is considered since then the stiffness will be variable along 
the member due%to the variation of M2. This aspect is analysed in 
Section 4.4. 
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APPMIDIX- IV. 2 
. The ' development 'of egs. 
(4.16) and. (4.17) 
1. When the 'rate-of creep' method is assumed toýgovern the time- 
dependent behaviour of the device B in Fie-4.4-the constitutive 
relationship becomes"(see'Table 2.2) 
d 9t K dM2j +d (4.2.1) 
which yields (see Fig-4.9a) 
dvt 
_" 
"2t + `LP, (4.2.1a) 
From Fig-4.9a it follows that 
M4 + 4. vt Ný,.. vt (4.2.2) 
and further (see the component vt in Fig. 4.9a) 
dMzt. H. dvt (4.2.3) 
By using eqs. (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), eq. (4.2.1a) yields 
dvt N " dvt + vý. c&. tPt 
4 K or 
d. "t 
Vt A_ WAN 
(4.2.4) 
By integrating eq. (4.2.4) it'follows that 
vt C4 . ek 
( 'k) (4.2.5) 
, i_ W /Ntr 
The constant C1 can be found from the initial condition (see 
Fig. 4.9a), i. e. 
at time t= 0 --s- vt=v0-cl (4.2.6) 
so that eq. (4.2.5) becomes 
Et- 
vo. exrC^I? t , (4.16) 
- 14 
2. When the 'improved rate of creep' method is used rather than 
the above 'rate of creep' method , eq. 
(4.2.1a) becomes (see Table 2.2) 
dv, 
ý .N °° d. MZt ý- -" (4-2-7) 
r 
where lyres and l4 are the recoverable and the irrecoverable 
components of the creep so that (see eq. (2.21)) 
-4- Tt 
Eq. (4.16) was developed by Warner(1974) 
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Similarly to eq. (4.2.5) it follows from eq. (4.2.7) that 
vt C,, .. ýxp 
( LPýt (4,2.8) 
4_(1+W NJ 
The condition at time t=0 is 
vt = VO " 
(4 
-"Pr«O) = C4 
(4-2-9) 
since the recoverable creep is assumed to occur instantaneously 
according to the 'improved rate, of creep' method. 
With eq. (4.2.9), eq. (4.2.8) yields 
(roo) 4+ e_ 
ýPýt" . (4"17) Vt =v. " X'ý 1.1 
rooý' Ncr 
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APPENDIX IV. 3 
The development of AM and ' Mu 
00 
in Fig. 4.10a 
In Section 4.2.2b it has been shown that 
A MUM N" ýý _ Mw . 
v°° (4.3.1) 
according to Fig-4.10a. N 
From Pig-4-10a it also follows that 
MUM+N. vo_NI . Vo 
and hence M4o 
V-N 
or 
vo % (4.3.2) 
where 
N/Nc. r (4.3.3) zA ti /I 
According to the 'rate of creep' method the final deflection 
Va, in Fig-4-10a is given by eq. (4.16), i. e. 
vo, C 1_N/t. lý. J 
which becomes after using eq. (4.3.2) 





and F2 is given by eq. (4.3.3) 
(4.3.5) 
By using eq. (4.3.4), eq. (4.3.1) yields 
lý Mýý, = ý'iw " 








which, taking into account that from eq. (4.3.3) 
N V, -2 
becomes 
LAM,,, = Mw " Z (4.3.7) 4 +liz 
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It. can be shown that ti is always larger than £}Iu. Thus 
if the expansion of F1 is used it follows that 
(4.3.8) 
where the rest is definitely positive. 
Eq. (4.3.8) can be recast as 
-Ir A- LP. M 
which introduced in eq. (4.36) yields 





ýº .ý_N /N ý, + ýQm 
(4-3-10) 
By using eq. (4.3"7), eq"(4.3.9)^yields 
(4.3.11) 
1 4ý c- cp4 
Since Cý1 is always positive it follows from eq. (4.3.11) that- 
aMtuo > .6 1" LG 
(4.3.12) 
and that the larger'the creep is (i. e. the larger (P,,. )-or the'larger' 
N4 is (i. e. the smaller Ncr, or the" larger N the larger dMuco is 
when compared with ýMu. 
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APPENDIX IV. 4 
Set of programs and subprograms to analyse the 
beam-column from Fig. 4.11 
The theoretical background of this set of programs and 
subprograms is presented in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.3). Nevertheless, 
for the sake of keeping the exposition clear, the basic aspects are 
only presented there. Some more details are given below. 
(i) Three subscripts are associated with the partition from 
Fig. 4.17. Thus: 
J1 - defines the cross-section 
J2 - defines the stripe of a cross-section 
J3 - defines the instant of time 
(ii) Two- integer'constants, denoted by K2C and ISL, are used as 
indicators of the type of member failure and of the cross-section where 
the failure is recorded, respectively. Thus when a main program stops 
two integer values are printed out and, if ISL> 1, the value'ISL-1' denotes 
the J1-cross-section in Fig. 4.17a where failure occurs while E2C can bet 
=1 the starting value 
=2 material. failure (see assumption (x) in Section 4.3.2) 
=3 material failure (see Fig. 4.14e) 
=4 material failure (see Fig. 4.14b) 
=6 the tensile reinforcement yields (see Section 4.3.30) 
=7 instability by divergence of equilibrium (see Fig. 4.27) 
=9 equilibrium impossible in SCTDEF-subprogram (similar to K2C=7 
=10 normal exit, i. e. the final solution is found. 
(iii) The subroutines RESSCT and CRRES which provide the resultan 
M and AR ,dN,, respectively, when the strain distribution is known 
(see Figs. 4.18 and 4.25) are not detailed here since they are similar 
to the subprogram MN from CEB-Buckling Manual (1973), Appendix A2. 
(iv) The subroutine FRECR1 provides the increase in concrete 
-strain due to creep-increment in a At-interval as if the concrete 
creep were fully unrestrained. This subroutine is built such that any 
creep law and any time-partition can be used. However, in accordance with 
the conclusion arising from Table 2.2, the 'improved Dischinger' method 
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is employed in the present form of FRECRI and the time-partition in Fig. 
4-170 is 
t= ti-1 + Ate 
where 
At, -= At 
J-1 1 day (4.4.2) 
to = 0. 
At0=0. ., ý. 
h- ' 
It is noteworthy` that the same results occured when the 'rate 
of creep' method has. been'used rather than'the 'improved rate of creep' 
method (see Table 2.2). Also, no relevant improve in the accuracy resulted 
when a. time-partition closer than. that. -given.. 
by.. egs. (4.4.1) and(4.4.2)'"" 
has been considered.. 
The following Tables are attached=to the present Appendix: 
Table 4.4.1 Main programs 
Table 4.4: 2 Subprograms ký.,. \_ .. 
Table 4.4.3'Subprograms attached by the main, programs and by 
other- subprograms 
Table 4.4.4 Flow-chart=of the program EXC07C 
Table 4.4.5-Flow`chart of the subprogram DEFSCT 
Table 4.4.6 Flow chart of the'subprogram SCTDEF 
Table 4.4.7 "Flow` chart ° of the subprogram I: RDEF 
Table 4.4.8'Flow-chart, of theasubprogräm CREFF- 
Table 4.4.9 Flow chart of the subprogram DSLCOL 
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Table 4.4.1 Main programs 
Program To compute Output 
EXCO1, the interaction-diagram h -tn uu 
and the curve hü w for a cross- 
section under instantaneous load 
n u=ultimate axial 
force 
ö in =ultimate bending moment u 
=ultimate. curvature rK o mý 0 1. /rW 
UZ EXC02 the in -T curve up to the 
ý- failure of the cross-section for 
oW a certain constant n and an 'ý= ýO`' " 
instantaneous loading. 
O /rte 
EXC03A ° "' the 'm1- in2 'curve for the°mid- 
length cross-section of a slender 
a' 
column when n1s constant, the, W 
W distribution of m1 along the X 
column'is known' and the loading J 
is instantaneous. 





m =second order bending moment 2 
EXC04A the n- m2 curve for, the mid- n Z 
length cross-section.. of a, slender 
D column when the eccentricity mi/n 
O is constant, its distribution 
v 
along the column is known and the 
1k loading is instantan eous. 16 
LIJ X =slenderness of member 
fi= 
Z 
aº = 0. (" to Exca) w_ EXC03B ." - the interaction-diagram for 
the midlength cross-section of a 
ýý O" 
slender column when n is held 
constant and the loading is 
instantaneous. 
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Table 4.4.1 (cont. ) 
EXC06A the redistribution of stresses 
and strains on a cross-section see Figs-4.22 




EXC06E ( as EXCO2, but including 
the effects of concrete creep) 
-10 6: 0. (..,., Sxco2) 
O Q k/r 
_ 
W EXC06H ( as EXCO1, but including kk 
the effects of concrete creep) is 
J? ts0. 
0 
EXC07C ( as EXC03A, but including 
IL the effects of concrete creep)' ta0 W ý / 
W m, ()= m1 at time to. 
V 
m20= m2 corresponding to m10 
at time t=O. 
m2,,, = m2 corresponding to m10 
at time t- final m1 
Z 0 t"40 in m', e, 
E 
EXCO7B ( as"EXC03B, but including kw 
0 the effects of concrete creep) x, 0. Ut-D. 
ý. ýo. kt=0. 





Table 4.4.2 Subprograms 
Subprogram To compute 
PIiLST, the stress CT corresponding to a 





PELCOC ( as PHLST, 'but for concrete see Fig-4-12a, 
subject to instantaneous compr. ) 
T 
PHLTEC' ( as P3ihST, ' büt for concrete see ässuiäption " 
subject to instantaneous tension) 
(ii) in. Section 
4.3.2a 
W FRECR1 the increase of a'concrete 
strain in a time-interval due to ' see eq. (4.21) 
an unrestrained creep. 
CONTR1 checking out whether a see assumptions 
' 
()... (xi) (xi) in 
material failure' occuzed. Section 4.3.2a 
STEEL the resultant forces in reinf. 
2e m (n ) when the strain-distrib. s s 
is known. 
RESSCT the resultant forces on the 
Q reinforced-concrete cross-section 




U DEFSCT the strain" distribution on a see Table 4.4.5 and 
W 
cross-section when the forces Section 4.3.3b 
n and m are known. (instantaneous load) 
tO - V) 
0 
J 
DGRINT the interaction-diagram of see Section 4.3.3b 
a cross-section for instantaneous (instantaneous load) 
loading. 
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ULT1CO ( as DGRIZ1T, but mu correspond 
to a given eccentricity, i. e. to a 
given ratio nu/nu ) 
COPHL the variation of concrete stress 
corresponding to an instantaneous 
variation of strain when the 
existing stress-strain state is see Fig. 4.13a 
known. It can account for any kind 
of variation (i. e. loading, unloading, 
reloading) both in compr. & tension 
STPHL ( as COPHL, but for reinforcement) see Fig. 4.13b 
CRRES the change in n and m when the 
variation of strain distribution is 
known. The strain variation may be 
either instantaneous or creep- 
dependent. 
SCTDEF the actual variation of the 
stress and strain distributions on 
the cross-section due to an insto 
variation of the bending moment (Am) see Table 4.4.6 
when n is constant and the existing 
stress and strain distributions are 
known. 
CREFF the summation of the effects see Table 4.4.3 
of a time-increment on cross-section 
CRDE'F (as SCTDEF, but due to an ' see Table 4.4.7 
unrestrained creep rather than to and Section 4.3.3b 
Dm). n and m are assumed constant. (creep effects). 
CRINT (as DGRINT but including the 
creep effects). 
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Table 4.4.2 (cont. ) 
ASLCOL the m2 -value at the column similar to DSLCOL 
midlength when n and m distributions 
but without creep 
1 and with mi 
along the slender column are'known. "" applied on the 
No creep effects. 
deforaed state. 
t) 
DSLCOL " the slenderness effects "on forces, N 
curvatures, stresses and strains when see Table 4.4.9 
n and mi are known. To be used with and'Section 
both instantaneous and sustained 4.3.3° 
loading. 
USLCOL the ultimate bending mi 
w u corresponding to an axial force n 
ID and a certain distribution of m1/n 
W along the slender member. No creep 
effects. 
SLINT (as USLCOL but m1 rather than" 




Table 4.4.3 Subprograms attached by the main 
programs and by other subprograms. 
Called 
b 
which account for 
su - 
program Material 



























































































RESSCT + x x x 
DEFSCT + + + + x 
J) DGRINT + + + + x 
IILT1 C0 + + + + x 
Q COPHL x x 
STPHL x 
CRRES + + + x x 
0 SCTDEF + + + x + + x 
0. 
CRDEF + + + + x + + x 
m CP. EFF ± + + x + + + +" x, 
CRI21T + + + x + + + x x + + + - x 
`A ASLCOL + + + + + + _. 
DSLCOL + + + +. + + + + x 
IISLCOL + + + + + + + x x 








































































































































N. B. 1. The subprograms called directly by the user are denoted 
by (x). Those subprograms which are used indirectly (i. e. they are used 
by a directly called subprogram) are denoted by (+). When a main program 
becomes a subroutine for other programsit is denoted by ("). 
2. Concrete creep is considered every time FRECR1 is called. 
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Table 4.4.4 Flow chart of the program EXC07C (abridged) 
Cocments: 
- Read the parameters associated with 
the loading, materials, cross-section and 
member. 
- To store the stress and strain 
distributions the curvatures the bending 
moments on each discrete cross-section 
at each discrete instant of time. 
ANALYSIS OF INSTANTANEOUS BEHAVIOUR 
( at time t=0. ) 
- Compute the instantaneous ultimate 
moment (mu) of the cross-section. 
'Cross-section analysis' of each 
discrete cross-section. 
- Compute the 1st order bending moments. 
- Checking-the safety. 'STOP' if material 
failure occurs instantaneously. 
-Find the strain distribution due to 
nandirm1. 
- Compute the stress distributions in 
concrete and reinforcement. 
'Member analysis' of instantaneous 
behaviour. 
- Checking the safety. 'STOP' if 
instantaneous failure occurs due to 
slenderness. 
(see next page) 
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(continued) 
J3=2, LIM ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SUCCESIVE 
TIME-INCRE 11 ENTS. 
J1=1, J1LIM Cross-section analysis' of creep 
effects. 
CALL CREFF (J1, J3, K2C) - Compute the increase of stress and 
strain distributions. 
C=10 & J1_J1IM Yes - Checking the creep-rate. 'STOP' if the 
creep effect is no longer relevant. 
STOP 
No 
Checking the safety. 'STOP' if material 
C >1 e8 STOP failure occurs due to combined effects 
of creep and slenderness. 
No 
CALL DSLCOL (J3, n, ISL, K2Cý 
'Member analysis'of long-term 
behaviour. 
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Table 4.4.6 Flow chart of the subroutine SCTDEF (abridged) 
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Table 4.4.7 Flow chart of the subroutine CRDEF (abridged) 
r7 
ä° cJ wD°. C3 -4 up 6aaa...... o Ali o 'a '4 44 
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I 'a-11-10N ... I 
J2=1, J2LIM 
CALL FRECRI (J1, J2, J3, L1ý) 
- Denoting the cross-section and the 
instant of time. 
-The existing distributions of stresses 
and strains are attached. 
- Compute the increase QE. of creep 
strain as if unrestrained by reinforcement 
Yes - Checking the creep rate. 'RETURf' if 
the concrete creep is no longer relevant. 
RETURN 
INo 










- Find the actual variation of strain 
distribution by taking into account the 
restraining effect of reinforcement on 
the concrete creep. 
- Checking the safety. 'RETUR1v' if 
material failure occurs. 
- Compute the new distributions of 
strains and stresses on the cross- 
section. 




Table 4.4.9 Flow chart of the subroutine DSLCOL (abridged) 
J3, n 
Comments 
- Denotingffthe, time instant. 
- The existing distributions of stresses, 
ýstrains, curvatures and bending moments 
are attached.,,. 
- Staring value of Am at midlength. 
STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS OP SLENDERNESS EFFECT 
'Cross-section' effects of Am- values. 
as 'RETURN'°if-the tensile reinforcement 
yields (the member has no more bending 
ýETIIRN capacity). 
- Find the variation oft strain distribution 
due to Am and the corresponding 
increase in curvature. (see the second 
of egs. (4.41)) 
a=w, Yes - Checking the safety. 'RETURN' if 
RETII; ýIJ material failure occurs. 
see the first of egs. (4.41) 
- Checking the convergence of the 'member 
analysis'.. 'Yee' when the final solution 
is obtained. 
- Checking the instability of column. 
'RETURN' when the column is unstable 
(see Fig-4.27). 
- Starting values of the new step. 
- Compute the new moments, strains and 
stresses on each cross-section 
RETIIRN 
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APPENDIX V. 1 
The first and second order partial derivatives of y1i and 
u from egs. (5.7) with respect to vi are detailed within this Appendix. 
These derivatives are used by the 'exact' equations (5.8) 
and (5.19), i. e. by the 'exact' primary and secondary paths. 
Partial derivatives of first order. 






where e1 and 02 are given by egs. (5.6), the first order partial 
derivatives of kyi and u follow from egs. (5.7) as 
=D 1- D2 . D2 
2 =D2 -2 D la va 




`- = tan 




In egs. (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) 




on account of the symmetric loading and geometry of arch-model (see 
Fig. 5.4). 
Partial derivatives of second order. 
With the notation (5.1.1) and 
DDi = (-1)i Di sin ßi , i=1,2 
(5.1.5) 
2 




the second order partial derivatives of li and u follow as 
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1 2 i ]s 
ý =DD - DD 1- 2 =DD 2 a V; 
aýz =-DD 2 =2DD2 =-DD2 
Va - 






_ e, 02 
-DD ; M 2 
D'D 2 'aV, aV; TV 5 v 
and, respectively;. rv 
ö1w 3 -3 D- 










The--symmetry of arch-model has been again used in deriving 
-egs. 
(5.1.6) and (5.1.7). 
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APPEIIDI X V. 2 0 
The steps by which egs. (5.14a... c) are developed from eqs. 
(5.13) are shown in this Appendix. For more details on the perturbation 
technique refer to Croll and Walker (1972). 
(i) A parameter t- is chose to measure the progress along 
the primary path (see Fig. 5.5). This parameter'is denoted as the 
perturbation parameter. 
(ii) The variables vi and p are assumed single-valued 








2: d 3: 
*'" 
o o 
where '0' stands for the origin of coordinates ( vjvp, ) and thus 
vß(0) =0 9 j=1... 3 and p-0 (5.2.2) 
" <3 
When the displacement v2 is chosen as perturbation parameter, 
for instance, eqs. (5.2.1) denote the two planar curves p(v2) and v1(v2) 
in Fig-5.5. Theses curves fully define the actually spatial path. The 
values d.. 0' dv'IO' ."" represent the slope, curvature, ... of 
each planar curve 
at the origin 0 of axes and, therefore, the less 
truncated the expansions (5.2.1) are, the more accurate the 'approximate' 
primary path is for large displacements v2. 
(iii) As a consequence of the condition of stationary total 
potential energy 
Ei(vj, p) 
AIr =oi, j=1... 3 (5.2.3) 
'a Vt 
which is true for all E -values on the primary path, the following 





din n=1, ... 
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The truncations of both the expansions (5.2.1) and the 
sequence of perturbation equations (5.2.4) are consistent with the 
approximations introduced with egs. (5.13). 
Using eqs. (5.2.1) in egs. (5.13), the initial conditions 
(5.2.2) and the shorthand notation 
m 
v 
(m)'- d vj 
3=1p293. j d&'0 
(zn) 
(592.5) 
p -- , 
dE 0 




"+'T. T'º vý (5.14a) 
d~ `ý a1Tý 
, ýn ý. 1Ty vj jr.. v it 
(5-14b) 
adýý -ýWITZ +T -T.,. vJý -3Z7 1T; ß "Vi Vic, . 
(5-140) 
where i, j, k, l=1; 2,3.. 
.r 
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APPENDIX V. 3 
The development of criteria (5-. 161. 
The dynamic criterion is employed. Small external 
disturbances are assumed and the conditions for the dynamic response 
of a three degree-of-freedom structure to remain small are derived. 
An approach similar to that used by Croll and Walker (1972) is employed. 
Small dynamic displacements wi are assumed about the 
equilibrium state S(vi, p) and Lagrange's equations are used to analyse 
the dynamic equilibrium. 
At any instant t'the dynamic equilibrium of a system with 





where AT is the total potential energy , mi are the generalized masses 
associated with wiýand wi is the second order derivative of wi with 
respect to t. 
The generalized Taylor expansion of Alt about the equilibrium 
state yields 
br(w;,, fi) = en ý ý' adn 
i 
W. +1 T- Z: ýýd'ý' .W vV +... 
(5.3.2 ) Is 
4 ä; 2: 2v vSJ J 
where vi are corresponding displacements of the equilibrium state S. 
On account of static equilibrium 
a All 
1 vz s 
egs. (5.3.1) with eqs. (5.3.2) yield 
._ -miwi i=1.2,3 
(5.3.3) 
where the terms of higher order have been neglected as a consequence 
of 'small dynamic displacements' assumption. 
Assuming that the dynamic displacements have the general form 
cWL 
wi = Wi e i=1,2,3 (5.3.4) 
where wi are the initial disturbances, then egs. (5.3.3) may be recast as 
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a'a_r 2. 
m 2v av w3 = 
cý wi i, j=1,2,3 (5.3.5) 
iijS 
Eqs. (5.3.5) provide the eigen values GJ2 as solutions of 
the deterninantal equation., 
1AI -0 (5.3.6) 
where the element Aid of the square. matrix. A, is 
'A iJ Mi vi vj S 
and 
ýiý is the Kronecker Delta. I 
The equilibrium state S is. stable in the sense described 
above when wi in egs. (5.3.4) are damping and this is sufficiently 
ensured when_ Z3 (i. e. the natural vibration frequencies) are real and 
hence when all the solutions 
z 
uü of eq. (5.3.6) are positive. 
When the'-three degree-of-freedom model is considered, 






















or, after expanding, 
1_ Wl , 
. nr Z2 "ý" M. 




T11 T12 "r13 
Q ill ij= 
T21 T22 T23 (5.3.10) 
. 31 X32 
X33 
and Mi3 is the minor of 1ij in the determinant 
t. 
Eq. (5.3.8) is a cubic equation of form 
x3 + al . x2 + a2. x + a3 =0 
414 
of which 'roots xi (i=1... 3) are such that 
x1 + x2 + x3 = -a1. 
x1x2+x2x3+x1x3= a2 
x1x x3 = a3 
In order to have xi >0 it is necessary to have 
ä<0i. e. 
.i a2 > 0. i. e. E mi"ii >0 in eq. (5.3.8) 
a3 (0 ' i. e. >0 in eq. (5.3.8) 







APPENDIX V. 4 
Conditions associated with the violation 
of the stability criterion (5.2 . 
Two degree-of-freedom arch-model. 
J. G. A. Croll and A. C. Walker (1972) have shown that the 
stability criteria for a symmetric two degree-of-freedom arch-model 




where the notation (5.17) has been used. 
It can be shown that the first of the above stability 
criteria can not be violated so long as the second one is fulfilled. 
IndeedVwhen Týý vanishes then 
TT 2 4"o 13 
and hence the second of the equations (5.4.1) arises as the only 
necessary and sufficient condition for the equilibrium state to be 
stable. 
Three degree-of-freedom arch-model. 
It can be shown that, similarly to the above conclusion, 
the last of the criteria (5.16a) set up for the symmetric arch-model 
in Fig. 5.2 is solely sufficient to secure,, the stability of equilibrium. 
In other words, none of the other conditions (5.16a) can be violated 
so long as' A> 00 
The notation (5.17) and eq. (5.22) are used below and Mid 
denotes the minor of 'in Q. ij_ 
The criteria (5.16a) are always fulfilled for the undeformed 
and unloaded state (see Appendix. V. 5). As the load p increases one of 
the criteria (5.16a) can be violated and the various situations which 
may occur are analysed below: 
(i) It is not possible to have 
111=0 before any other of 
See Section 7.2.1 
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(ii) If it assumed that 11 22=0 when the other conditions 
(5.16a) are fulfilled then 
22 
M22=ý11-1W1 3_O 




The former condition yields &=O while the latter yields 
-see eq. (5.22)- 
ý, =2 lT11(1T11 7r22-2-IT122 
2 
+Tr13122)=-4 117r12 5.4.5) 
It arises that the simultaneous violation of both above 
conditions (i. e. 'Fii=o and M22=0) is not possible unless A-0 too. 
(iii) It is not possible to have Tr22=0 when all other 
conditions (5.16a) are fulfilled since it yields 
M11'711X22-Mr12=-'W12 <0 (5.4.6) 
(iv) If it is assumed that 1111=0 at a lower load than 
Tr22=0, in' other words when 1W22 > 0, then 
Thus 
2 (5.4.7) X11 X22 -12 
M13=y12-ý13"r22=ý111'22( ffrll- , 3) 5.4.6) 
and eq. (5.22) yields 
Q=ý711- 
13)(M11'M13)--T22(W11-713) 5.4.9) 
which is impossible so long as > 0. 
From the above situations (i)... (iv) it can be concluded 
that the stability criterion. A) 0 sufficiently secures that none 
of the other conditions (5.16a) is violated. 
It is also evident that one or a group of the first two 
criteria (5.16a) are violated simultaneously with the stability 
criterion (5.23)" 
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APPENDIX V. 5 
Stability of the unloaded-arch - model. 
It is shown that the criteria (5.16a) are always fulfilled 
by the unloaded and undeformed arch-model from Fig-5.2 as long as it 
has pe1>042 > 0. 
From. egs. (5.20)-it follows that, at p=0"and vi=0 (i=1.. 3), 
TijI0 ='1f'ij (5.5.1) 
where 
'IT 




=-2` ( +A )+2cA 




2 x'11 12 12 12(31 1 12J 
X13=2 [cA12+k(B11-B12)2] >0 
where Ai , Bij and c, k are positive constants given by egs. 
(5.11) 




11 +A 12) 
2)0 
M22=('ri1 Iri3)(Iri1+1tl3) >0 










)2-'2M11- M11 13_2M11-7 
8A12(A11+A12)2-16cA12(A11+A12)2-16kB12(A11+A12)2 
So long as OL1> oC 2 egs. 
(5.11) yield B11 > B12 so that 
it follows from egs. (5.5.3) that 
M11 >0 
/ 
Mil- M13 >0 (5.5.4) 
A=("l 
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It is noteworthy that the above proof is 'approximate' 
since the Tip-coefficients in Table 5.1 are approximate. However, 
the effect of the approximations in the vecinity of the unloaded and 
undeformed state is insignificant (see Figs. 5.14"""5.16). 
An 'exact' proof can be carried out similarly. It would 
imply the use of egs. (5.19) rather than of eqs. (5.20) with lfli=O-, i=1.. 3, 
and u given by and u=0 and with the partial derivatives of Ti 
Appendix V. 1 where 01= o(i. 
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APPENDIX V. 6  
The development of e s. 5_3.91 
Using egs. (5.25) in eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) it follows that: 
sin81 =sinol1-(v1+w1 )=sin 01 -w, 
sinA2=siniZ -(v2+w2)+vl+wl=sin A2-w2+wl 
(5.6.1) 
sin G =sing -w +w 
sin95=sin 9 5-w3 
and, respectively, 
ý2=82+9y-2ý, -5. +g, -(e2+e4)t%z= 4'z + `v.  (5.6.2) 
where: 
-09 y1u have the same meaning as in egs. (5.6) and (5.7) -see also 
Fic. 5.4- and denote the displacements of the deformed state s from 
Fig. 5.17, measured about the unloaded and undeformed state 0. 
- 6, t ,ü are similar to 
e, tp, u but denote the displacements of the 
state T from Fig. 5.17 about the state 0. 
-9, yu are similar to 0- , tf ,u but denote the displacements of 
the state T about the state S. 
Eqs. (5.8) are valid for any state of equilibrium and hence 
are valid for the state T too, so that it can be rewritten as 
c. Y,., --_-- +k. u. --p. pf0 , =1... 3 
(5.6.3) 
where the notation corresponding to T in Fig-5.17 are, used. 
On account of eqs. (5.25) and (5.6.2) it follows that 





au ýu äü 
av3 a4j aWi 
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so that 
awj V. (5.6.5) 
aü 
U. =(u +u). övj 
äü öu 
u. +u. 
a vý- a wý 
au 
Vý 
With due allowance to egs. (5.8) egs. (5.6.2)'and (5.6.5) 
yield 
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APPENDIX V. 7 
Stability criteria associated with elastic snap-buckling. 
The development of the stability criteria associated with 
a snap-buckling of the model from Fig-5.2 is presented. The derivation 
is based on the analysis of the primary path. 
The model attains a critical state of snap-buckling when a 
certain stiffness vanishes or, in other words, when an increase of a 
displacement vi can take place without any variation of loading and 
of other displacements vS 0A). 
Snapýýbuckling at . joint B 
The equilibrium equations (5.13) for the primary path can be 
regarded as a functional between the variables p and vi so that their 
total differentials can be written as 
d(abn _a1ýý a: ate dý+a~IX +ý_ 3=D 
(5.7.1) 
la r; avý'a 
a ii. 
With due allowance to symmetry and to eqs. (5.12) and (5.17), 
the above equations yield 
pi. dp = ý12"dv2 +2 11ti1. dv1 i=1.. 3 (5.7.2) 
As mentioned above, the stability criteria for a snap- 
buckling at joint B2 are 
dv2 #o 
dv1 =o (5.7.3) 
dp 0 
and they are. necessarily and sufficiently satisfied in egs. (5.7.2) when 
. 
732 '=0, 
With egs. (5.7.4), the, dete=inant 
i=1... 3 (5.7.4) 
given by eq. (5.22) becomes 
X11 0 X13 
A-00 01 =0 (5.7.5) 
13 0 
1tf11 




i a0 (5.7.6) 
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Snap-bucklinaat joints-B1 and B3. 
Due to the symmetry of the arch-mode2, a simultaneous snap- 
buckling at joints B1 and B3 occurs. 
By using the snap-buckling conditions 
dv1. = dv3 0 
dv2 =0 (5.7.7) 
dp_0 
in egs. (5.7.2), the stability criteria follow as 
0 i=1. "3 (5.7.8) 
which yield, according to-eq. (5.22), 
000 
00=o 22 
000 "' . 
The criteria (5.7.8) can be recast in terms of'the egs. (5.16a) 
as 
t11 =0 
M11 a0 (5.7.10) 
M22 a0 
A =0 
S p-buckling at Joints B1... B3. " 
Local snap-buckling has been considered with the two previous 
cases. When both egs. (5.7.4) and (5.7.8) are fulfilled) a simultaneous 
snap-buckling takes place at the joints B1, B2, B3. 
Thus, according to eq. (5.22), A becomes 
A= 101 a0 (5.7.11) 
and all criteria (5.16a) are violated simultaneously. 
Since the untruncated fora of ogs. (5.13) has been used, the 
above stability criteria are accurate provided that the 'exact' 
coefficients (i. e. given by egs. (5.20)) are employed. 
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APPENDIX V. 8 
Approximatesecondarypath associated with 
an elastic snap-buckling. 
sý 
4 
The snap-buckling at joint B2. will be considered below. 
6) According to the stability criteria (5.7.4) or (5.7ý 





w3 = w3 
With egs. (5.8 
In 
= wý a0 
in W3ý0 
. 1), egs. 
(5.42a) and (5.42b) yield 
ttt 
2p ßi2 - TIT122w2 
It 
W (5.8.2) $ t2- ntt2 _n tt 3p ßi'2 = -3p " 
ýi2-3p 1Ti2w 





where i=1... 3. 
Since 
t -d1ff 2 dv2 dv1 
2- _ Tri22' -+ 2'Rri12' ri=1.. 3 (5.8.3) dp dp dp 
the first of egs. (5.8.2) yield 
2p'( 
dv2 
Tr - +2 
dv 
dp 122 dp1 i1 2)=-11T 122w2 
t i=1.. 3 (5.8.4) 
Taking into account that the 1W -coefficients are always 
finite to their physical meaning) 
iý 





egs. (5.8.4) yield 
Fp Io (5.8.6) 
Analogous to egs. (5.8.3) 
. ý. of _ 
d21ýi2_. 
ý (dv2)2+4ý (av1)(dv2)+2ý (dv1)2 
i2 dp2 1222 dp i122 dp dp i112 dp 
dnri22 dv2 av1 (5.8.7) 
ßi22= 
dp `"ri222 dp +21Ti122* dp 
* 
see Appendix V. 7 
see solution (iii) from Section 5.3.54. 
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With eq. (5.8.6), egs. (5.8.4) yield 
dv2 





" 0.251Ti222 w22 
_$ 
(5.8.9) 
p Ti22 = 0' 5"ffi222 w2 + 0' 
where egs. (5.8.7) have been used. 
'By using egs. (5.8.9) it follows from egs. (5.8.2) that 
1 11 it 1 3p *1f i2=-0.751Tj 222722+1.5Tfi22W2-3nä2272+1.51rli222W22-ýi222w22 
or 
12 3p" n ßi2=-0.25 Tri222w2 -1.5 7i22w2. i=1... 3 (5.8.10) 
Egs. (5.8.10) yield 
n v` 
p0 (5.8.11) 
in a manner similar to that in which eq. (5.8.6) followed from egs. (5.8.4) 
Choosing w2 as perturbation parameter and using egs. (5.8.1), 
(5.8.4), (5.8.11)-in egs. (5.36), tho approximate secondary path follows 
as 
1 =W3, a0 
w2 = indefinite 
p Pcr- 
(5.8.12) 
In fact this 'approximate' secondary path is associated with 
the dynamic snap-buckling (see Fig. 5.10). 
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p and p' for an 
antisyn*ýetric buckling. 
The antisycmetric buckling is given by. (see Table 5.2) 
w -w3 ý0 and 72 =0 (5.9.1) 
so that eq. (5.46) yields 
(T 
i11-2Wi13+1ri33) t0 2p -wl. 
(5.9,2) 










on account of egs. (5.35a) and (5.9.2). 
It is apparent from eq. (5.9.2) that eq. (5.56) is true for 
an antisymetric 'approximate' secondary path no matter whether the 
displacements in egs. (5.9.1) are large or small. 
When small displacements w are assumed, eq. (5.9.3) yields 
3P11 2 --w2 
ý1111-41W1113+31133 
'o 1 .WI_. R 
5.9.4) 
11 13 
where egs. (5.55) have been used. 
It is noteworthy that egs. (5.9.2) and (5.9.4) are approximate 
since the perturbation equations (5.35a.. c) and their summation versus 
i have been used. 
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APPENDIX V. 10 
Egs. (5.81) and (5.82) are derived below from egs. (5.80) and 
(5'. 8) when the 1st order theory is employed, that is when the displacements 
are small and hence both the equilibrium and compatibility equations are 
written on the undeformed state. 
Consequently both egs. (5.8) and (5.80) become linear and 
a, 66y'iYio 
k vk0 (5.1o. 1) 
. &u öu0 
a. d Vk Vk0 
where the subscript 0 denotes the instantaneous values, i. e. at Y =0. 
On account of the analogy of linear egs. (5.8) and (5.80) and 
with due allowance to egs. (5.10.1), it arises that the solutions of these 
two sets of equations are proportional that is 
Lvk = vkO " 
QY 
, k_ß... 3 
(5.10.2) 
where vkO are the solutions of egs. (5.8). 
Since the compatibility equations are linear, it follows that 
A9)i-1'io'AT 
. 
Au - uo. AT 
where, according to egs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.74), 
Mio liio 
T i0-mai = ci 
FO FO 




Assuming that the first creep-increment &T is considered and 
using egs. (5.10.3) and (5.10.4) the governing equations (5.65a) and 
(5.66a) yield 
AMi 
= r. 1io. Ate -IßioO Ate =0 
(5-10-5) 
Yo "T-FO. AT =o 
. 10.5) bF . 
When the creep attained the value LQ it follows from egs. (5.10.2), 
(5.10.3) and (5.10.5) that 
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vk tp = 
vk0 +r Avk = vk0 . 
(1 + t) ' k=1.. 3 
4' - Yio +Ebyi = Tio "(1+i) . i=1.. 3 (5.10.6) iý 
uý = u0 + 
l&u 
= u0 . 
(1+T) 
and 
Mij = tIiO + Ami I'Ijo y. ýý... 3 (5-10.7) 
F4p = FO + r-&F = FO 
Egs. (5.10.6) and (5.10.7) are identical to egs. (5.81) and (5.82). 
i 
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APPEUDIX V. 11 
Computerpro ms aanalysing the behaviour of 
the visco-elastic arch-model. 
A set of programs and subprograms has been built in order to 
analyse the arch-model from Pig-5.2. The theoretical formulae on which 
these programs are based are presented in Section 5.3" 
The computing is advantageously used with the theoretical 
analysis of the arch-model because the equations largely employ matrices 
and summations. In addition a standard subroutine available with the 
NAG-library (1972) allows for the solutions of the non-linear coupled 
equations to be found accurately. This subroutine, called C05NAF, is 
based. on the Powell procedure (1970). The user must supply: 
(i) an estimate of the solution. As shown in Section 5.3 an 
'approximate' solution is used in this respect. 
(ii) a subroutine which computes the values of the left-hand- 
side of the coupled equations. Here this subroutine is called FUI CT 
when the elastic behaviour is analysed and VF[T: CT when the creep effect 
is studied (see Table 5.11.2). 
-(iii) a subroutine which monitors the intermediate and final 
solutions computed by C05NAF. Here this subroutine is called I,: 0NIT 
(see Table 5.11.2). 
(iv) the required degree of accuracy. A value of 10-10 has 
been judged as providing sufficient accuracy of the 'exact' solution. 
(v) the step-length necessary for the Jacobian to be computed 
by the subroutine. A value equal with 0.1 has been proved'cuccessful. 
In solving the three coupled equations associated with the 
three degree-of-freedom model the unknowns can be chosen either equal 
with the displacements vi (i=1... 3) or equal with the load p and two 
of the displacements vi. In the former case the 'exact' solution will 
correspond to the same load p as the 'approximate' solution, whereas 
in the latter the 'exact' and 'approximate' solutions will correspond 
to the same displacement V. where vj is that displacement vi not 
chosen as unknown (see 
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Two types of problems associated with the behaviour of the 
three degree-of-freedom model can be solved by using the present set 
of programs and subprograms: 
1. a complete analysis of the elastic pre- and post-buckling 
response to loading. 
2. an analysis of the creep effects on the pre-buckling response 
and instability. 
A simplified flow-chart of the solution of these two problems 
is depicted in Fig-5.11.2. 
Only the general features of the computer programs are presented 
in this Appendix. The, main programs are listed in Table 5.11.1 while 
the subroutines computing the. main aspects involved by the theoretical 
analysis are listed in Table 5.11.2. Details about both the scope and 
the basic equations of the main programs and subroutines are given in 
Table . 5.11.1 and 5.11.2. 
In Table 5.11.3 the subroutines attaohed to each main program 
I are indicated. 
Tables attached to Appendix V. 11: 
Table S. 11 .1: Hain programs. 
Table 5.11.2: Subroutines. 
Table S. 11.3: Subroutines attached by the main programs. 
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. Finding the initial estimate 
of the elastic prebuckling 
behaviour. (approx. primary 
path) by using the subprogram 
PPATH 
Finding the 
.! exact' elastic 
prebuckling behaviour by 
using the, program ELEXCT. 
Finding the elastic critical 
load and buckling mode by 
using the program'ELARCI. 
IF 
Problem 7 Problem 2 
Finding the initial Analysing the creep 
estimate of the elastic effects on the prebuckling 
postbuckling behaviour behaviour and finding 
(approx. secondary path) the creep instability 
by using the subprogram under sustained loading by 
SPATH. using the program VEARC1. 
Finding the 'exact' If the elastic mode of 
elastic postbuckling buckling is associated 
behaviour by using the with a bifurcation of 
program ELARC2. equilibrium, analysing 
the elastic instability 
of the creeping structure 








ELPERF To build up the 'approximate' Section 5.3.3b 
primary path when E=p. 
ELINP As ELPERP but = v1"or V2 Section 5.3.3b 
FLEX" To build up the elastic primary 
path using the. 'exact' solution eqs. (5.13) 
of the 'approximate' equations. 
ELEXCT To build up the 'exact' elastic Section 5.3.3a 
primary päth. 
ELARCI To find out the 'exact' and 
'approximate' critical points Section 5.3.4 
on the 'exact' primary path. 
(instantaneous loading) 
ELARC2 ýo find out the 'exact' Section 5.3.3a 
primary and secondary paths and 5.3.5a 
under instantaneous loading. 
VEARC1 To find the 'exact' effects of Section 5.3.6b 
the concrete creep when the 
loading is sustained: 
VEARC3 To find the critical load of Section 5.3.7a 
a creeping structure for 
certain T and p0. 
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Table 5.11.2 Subroutines. 
Subroutine Scope Using Variantes 
Pico r To compute the T-coefficients Table 5.1 
of the 'approx. 'form of the 
potential 
PPATH To analyse the 'approximate' egs. (5.14a, for a -v1 
elastic primary path when E =p b and c) or E -v2 
APROX To compute the initial estimate 'PPA'TH 
for the 'exact' solution of the 
elastic primary path. 
T3COEF To compute the 'approximate' egs. (5.34) 
IT-coefficients for a point 
on the primary path.. 
...... . 
BIFUR To find the bifurcation point T3CO' and 
on the 'approx. ' primary path eq. (5.24). 
FUNCT To compute the left-hand side egs. (5.6)... p or v or 
of egs. (5.8). 
(5.8 and v2 is 
field 
Appendix V. 1 constant. 
I O1IIT To monitor the output of C0511AF 
AJACOB To compute the 'exact' egs. (5.19)& 
T1T - coefficients. Appendix V. 1 
EXBIF To find the 'exact' critical ; JACOB and 
point on the 'exact' primary eq. (5.24) 
path. 
TCODER To compute the 'exact' d'Ar., egs. (5.19)& 
p 3'j finite diff. 
SPATH To analyse the 'approx. ' egs. (5.35a. for E =v1 
secondary path when E--v2 .. c) 
STRESS To compute the forces M, and egs. (5.3), 
F corresponding to a deformed (5.65a), 
state when the loading is (5.66a) 
either instantaneous or (5.67a). 
sustained. 
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Table 5.11.2. (cont. ) 
Subroutine 
. 
` Scope 'Using Variantes 
CRPATH To compute the 'approximate' egs. (5.80) 
effect of a creep-increment 
on the'arch displacements. 
VEDEF To compute the 'exact' increase egs. (5.75) 
of displacements due tö 'a creep- and 
increment when p= const. VFUNCT 
VFUNCT To compute the left-hand side egs. (5.72)r 
of egs. (5.75)" (5.73) and 
Appendix V. 1 
JSTAB To find the critical load of egs. (5.84) 
the creeping structure. and (5.85). 
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